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Reporter Jewell Got
Fined' But Enjoyed It
By Onida, Jewell
You can't speed in South Fulton
and get by with it. That's a fact.
Believe me!
This reporter had an unusual
experience the other evening.
been complaints
There had
about speeding on Broadway, so
an electrically-timed system was
set up on the street from the City
Hall up to the stop-light.
Now, a girl friend from out-oftown was here visiting. She and
another girl friend and I were out
In her car. As we passed the

State Asks Bids On
Mayfield-Fulton Rd.
Bids for a bituminous concrete
surfacing propect on the Mayfield-Fulton (US 45) Road in
Fulton County will be receive& by
the Highway Department on June
1, Commissioner of Highways,
Henry Ward announced today.
The project will begin at the
Hickman County Line to the
north city limits of Fulton, a distance of 1.477 miles.
This highway Improvement is
being financed entirely out of
the State road fund.

jottings

Note Book
I didn't have the heart to turn
back the column I intended to
write for this week. Willis Hicks
is on his vacation this week and
T. C. Taylor has aged 20 years
trying to get everything done.
I'll see you next week. Have fun!

IV .1.

I IN TUNE
WITH TOO
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South Fulton City Hall, I noticed
that she picked up speed. I started
once to speak to her, but didn't
As we approached the stop-light,
a policeman flagged us down.
"Wonder what's wrong?" my
friend asked.
"I imagine you were speeding,"
I answered.
"I don't know. My speedometer
is broken," she replied.
As the policeman took down the
license number. we all three
agreed not to lose our tempers, to
be nice, polite and .agreeable,
whatever the charge.
About that time City Policeman
James Adams drove up and instructed us to come to the City
Hall.
As we pulled up to the Hall of
Justice, there were several men
gathered around outside. We felt
sorta silly, I will admit.
When inside, our driver asked
what was the charge and was informed that she was exceeding
the twentk-five mile speed limit.
She had to put up $11.50 bond
for her wrong-doing, and I wrote
the check.
I decided it was time for me to
gd home, where I would be safe.
At home I remembered that the
check I had written was on the
wrong bank. I quickly made a
call, and another trip to the South
Fulton City Hall. I could just see
myself behind bars for coldchecking!
Later on in the evening we decided to go for a cup of coffee.
Says I. "This time we'll go in my
car and I'll drive!" You know
what? Before I had driven around
the block, we had met the Fulton
City police, the Kentucky State
Police and I have you know, also,
the Fulton County Sheriff. We almost turned around and went
back home a second time.
As a rule, I never' write up
traffic violators, but under the
circumstances—as I was in on the
deal and as we drew quite an
amused audience at the City Hall,
I thought I'd prove to those gathered around that I would bend
over backward to be a fair newspaper reporter. So, here it is,
boys!

Volume Thirty-One

'Hello, Naoma'
Signals Party
.To Phone Lady

THE

tioh of awards by the principal, W.
L. Cottrell Jr. and the various
teachers. The following awards
were presented: Over seventy students received the perfect attendance award; the citizenship award
was given to all students who had
not made lower than a "B" on
their report cards in citizenship
for the entire year; the yearly
Honor Roll Award was presented
to all students with at least a "B"
average in all subjects including
citizenship; the Award of Honor
was given to all students who had
at least an "A" average in all
subjects including citizenship.
An Achievement Award was
given to one boy and one girl in
each fourth and fifth grade classroom who achieved the highest
The second portion of the pro- score on a standardized achievegram consisted of the presenta- ment teat; Subjeet Awards were
By Tema Pennington

Awards Night was held at the
South Fulton Elementary School
April 26. This was the first such
event ever held at the Elementary
School. The event was well attended. The first portion of the
program consisted of the spring
concert of the girls' chorus under
the direction of Mrs. Nelson Tripp.
In addition to the concert by the
chorus, there were three special
numbers. Treva I..ou Hedge sang
Anderson,
"Summertime". Bob
chorus,
who accompanied the
played a piano solo, and a girls'
trio composed of Judy Adams,
Jean Neeley, and Teresa Pennington sang a comedy number entitled, "Cotton Fields".
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Urgent Meeting
Tonight To Plan
Softball League

cc Krottoks.

Si 00

Number '21)

Fulton in 1980! City Planners To View
Land Use Within City For Development

An important meeting cif all
What will Fulton look like in 1980? Will commermanagers and assistant managers
of the Little girls' softball league cial property be abandoned..because.of objections of resiwill be held at the Fulton Electric dential property owners and vil1 residential property
Systetn's office tonight (Thursday) be
devaluated because of commercial installations?
at 7:30 p. m. Louis Weaks, coordinator of the leagues this year That's the question to be answered on May 22 when a
said that about 180 girls had sign- public hearing will be held to determine a workable'plan
ed up to play eeftball this sum, of proper land use within the city limits. A land
plan
mer and there is an urgent, need
for managers Ile look after the ; for the City'd Fulton has been prepared for the City of
teams.
Fulton. by Charles L. Leicier, city planner with the DiLast year the' baseball and softball leagues created planned recreation for hus)dreds of boys anti
girls in the area and an even bigger season is predicted for this
year.

BROTHER - SISTER TEAM!
Jimmy Wright, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wright will join his
Mrs. Mooneyham
sister Diane as a student at David
A local Southern Bell Telephone 'Lipscomb College in Nashville.
and Telegraph Company employee All other students desirous of getwas honored recently in recogni- ting high honors should get on
tion of 30 years service with the their toes if they expect to comcompany.
pete with Diane and Jimmy.
Mrs. Naoma S. Mooneyham. 508
Wells Avenue, was in the spotlight
at a dinner held at The Derby
Restaurant.
Miss Mary Anderson, Chief
Operator for the company here.
presented Mrs. Mooneyham with
a service emblem.
Mrs. Mooneyham started as a
operator and served in that capacity until July of 1953 at which
By Jo Westpheling
time she was appointed Service
If ever a man was the personAssistant and she has held that ification of his profession it was
position up to the present time
Clyde P. Williams, Sr. Tall and
Those attending the dinner were with distinguished looks he had
Mrs. Henry
Underwood, Mrs. the air of a man who had confiEula Mulford, Miss Mayota Rice, dence in himself; he transmitted
Miss Adolphus Latta and Mrs. K. that confidence to others who
P. palton, Jr.
sought his wise counsel and advise in the highly specialized field
of finance. On first acquaintance
the casual observer could use the
word "austere" in describing
Clyde Williams' personality. But
it took only a few moments conversation with him to know that
he was a kind and friendly man,
interested in the welfare of his
friends and dedicated to the
presented to students in grades banking institution he served for
six through eight who had ata few years slum, of a half centained the highest achievement in tury.
a particular subject; the W. W.
Clyde Williams, Sr. started out
Morris Award was given to the
as a bank clerk at the qty Nastudent who had made the most
improvement in the eighth grade.
The American Legion Award
was given to the best all around
boy and girl in the eighth grade;
the Highest Achievement Award
was given to two boys and two
girls in the eighth grade and one
An enthusiastic group of Fulton
boy and one girl in the seventh Jaycees will leave today (Thursgradeaavho had participated highly day) for Owensboro, Kentucky to
in school activities in positions of attend .the annual convention of
leadership in addition to being the group. Headed by President
honor students; the Award of Paul Kasnow the contingent leaves
Merit was given to the two stu- the city with two objectives. One
dents in the eighth grade who had is to elect James Butts external
vice-president of the state organicontributed the most to the entire
zation and the other is to bring
school during this school year.
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In t4r, process cf foe.
city clerk's office.
stand exactly what the future land the General Plan. we Mu,:
Recent instances of - objections use plan is and where it fits into the_ overall Plan into sectinos sa
from residential and commercial the overall physical planning pro- th7t. all the elements of the Plan
property owners regarding proper gram, a definition of the Gentili! may be studied more thoroughly.
land usage has stymied certain Plan should be made. In the corhs
The Future, Land 'Plan is to by
phases of the growth anitdevelop- plete City planning program the based on a set of corrimunity obmoil of the city.
ultimate goal is'the formulation of jectives or goals which are con--Tie City of Fulton has now a General Plan for the Fulton sidered to be desirable"for future
physical growth. These goals are
reached a stage in its overall urban area.
physical development where it is
The General Plan may be de- as follows:
I. Provide' the City of Fulton
now necessary to determine the fined as a long range, comprefuture land use pattern for the hensive and general physical de- with living and, working areas
urban area. In order to under- sign of a community. For the most which are aesthetically and functionally desirable places in which
to live and work.
2. Provide the City. of Fulton
with a land use pattern W hich will
it low for adequate industrial and
commercial activity to serve the
needs of its citrm ns:
• 3. Create a single major gemmercial center which will be a -desirable place in which to shop and
tional Bank in 1919 arut.enried up story about the Nallonal bank where congestion will be minimizas president. But even" beforeMr. closings during the first few ed.
Williams joined the present bank weeks of the first Roosevelt Ad-, 4. Encourage future industrial
in la19. he knew somethink about ministration.. All banks in the development in order to stimulate
banking, for immediatelly follow- Nation were .ordered to close in the economic base of the City.
ing graduation from -Fulton High order that the Federal Govern_5. Develop the Fulton urban area
School he went to work for the ment could make a study of the
self-contained comCitizen's Bank in Water Valley, economy of the Nation. Mr. Wil- in terms of a
"for free." His first salary was $1,5 liams had some 1watt:el conversa- munity.
a month and he took the train to
Water Valley each day. He says
Members of the Retail Merchhe missed the train sometimes. ants Association sill be closed
and just walked over to Water Thursday afternoon fro 3:00 unValley . . . (ed's note, that's five til 4:00 for the funeral of ('. P.
miles.) Before joining the City Williams.
* • a a
National Bank he was also em„
ployed by the old Farmers Bank. thin with the Secretary of the senta•
of the Kentucky Dis•
is
referThe City National Bank
Treasury in Washington advising abled Ex -Service Men's Board will
red to as "that strong Bank," and the Secretary that the City Na- be present on May 18. I962,. at the
for
Mr. Williams held no quarter
tional Bank was solvent, and American Legion Hall in Fulton,
anybody who thought .otherwise. could pay every depositor within Ky.. to assist veterans and their
many
story
reporter
a
He told this
24 hours if a demand was made dependents with claims for beneyears'ago that comes to our mind on the bank.
fits due them as a result of their
the
related
Williams
today. Mr.
Clyde Williams was not a club military service. He will be presjoiner. He was a charter member ent from .9:00 A. M. until 3:00
of the Fulton Rotary Club and his P.M.
record of constant attendance is
without equal in the history of
COME TO ORDER!
the club. Within recent years he
curtailed many of his recreational
Gary E. Williamson, son of Mr.
activities, and his love for fishing and Mrs. E. E. Williamson. 1107
home the club's share of awards was well known among his com- East Walnut Street. Fulton, has
for its activities during the past nanions.
been elected president of the
year.
This reporter and the dignified. campus YMCA at the University
Governor Combs
will be the bank president
had
kindred of Kentucky. A graduate of Fulprincipal speaker at the awards spirits in a favorite pastime. Of- ton High School. Williamson now
luncheon and Wendell Ford, past ten I would pass by the bank is a sophomore pre-dentistry stunational president of the Jaycees end see him gazing out into Lake dent at 1.1K. He is a member of
and an international director of Street just watching the world go Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
the group will also address the by. I often kidded him about day- and has served as a meinber of
(Continued on Page five)
(Continued on page fine),
the YMCA executive committee.

Death Of Banker Clyde P. Williams Is
Shock To Fulton and Financial Circles

Awards Night Al South Fulton Reveals
Great Strides Made By Many Students
"

Single Copy, 10c

Servicemen's Contact
Man To Be Here May 18

Jaycees Leave For State Convention
To Elect Butts,Bring Home Honors

Special Awards For Special Students

SPECIAL AWARDS PRESENTED BY SOUTH FULTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON AWARDS NIGHT TO THE ABQITE STUDENTS
WERE, FORM
TO RIG,
HT SEATED: Larry Sattnnons, and
Teresa PennIngtiO
vinners of the American Legion Awards, and
also winners of the Highest Achievement Award; Susan Burrow,
and Jack Simpson were also winners of the Highest Achievement
Awned. STANDING, LEFT TO RIGHT: Linda Collier. and Jean
Neeley Winners of the Girls' Athletic Award for the eighth trade:
Ray Carver, winner of the Boys' Athletic Award for the eighth

grade; Sandra Fulcher. winner of the Athletis Award for the girls
in the seventh grade: Steve Green, winner of -the Highest Achievement Award In the seventh grade; Charles Pennington, winner of Ill
Athletic Award for the boys in the seventh grade; and ChletIntrigi McKinney. winner of the Highest Achievement award in the seventh grade. The two girls seated in the front row also received.
the Award -of Merit, They are left to right: Teresa Pennington, and
Susan Burrow. Both girls served as president of the school student
council and editor of the school newspapr.

AWARD OF HONOR STUDENTS—THE ABOVE STUDENTS RECEIVED Tut tiit.tirt ACADEMIC AWARD PRE.seN'Ti.i; bY
SOUTH FULTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON AWARDS NIGHT
HELD RECENTLY AT THE SCHOOL. THE ABOVE STUDENTS IN
GRADES SIX THROUGII EIGHT MADE AN "A" AVERAGE FOR
THE ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR. TI1EY ARE FROM LEFT TO RIGHT,
SEATED: Karen Taylor, Dana Puckett, Judith S'avenkoff, and Charles Walker; BACK ROW, STANDING, Christina McKinney, Velma
Carwile. Denise Barnes, Rita Hurd. Susan Burrow, Diekie Gessum,
Teresa Pennington, and Linda Holland.

••-

Noble Gregory Showed Courage In His Efforts
To Give His Constituents Good Government
The Hickman Courier has edi':orialized in favor of Frank Albert
5tubblefield for election as Congressman from the First District of Kentucky. Nobody knows better than we
do that such an endorsement is the
• preregative of any good newspaper
editor. This country needs more news- paper editors who wilr.thke-a stand
an vital issues. We cast no aspersions
.,n the Courier for its selection.
On the other hand we have endorsed the candidacy of Noble J. Gre- gory for the same position and we are
making.no apologies for that endorsement as the editor of the Courier
charges. Ad as for the Courier calling our newspaper "The Fulton
Noose", for reasons known only to
the editor of that papers/we shall only
consider the source.
We disagree too, with the statement that Mr. Gregory's defeat jet
1958 was the end of a political machine; it was only a shift to,another
machine, or "combine" we might say,
headed by one Emerson "Doc" Beauchamp of Russellville. whose political
dynasty in Logan County was "purged" of nearly 10.000 ineligible voters
after the Federal investigation following Gregory's defeat four years ago.
Not even Mr. Stubblefield will
deny the fact that he is deeply indebted to Mr. Beauchamp for his
election in 1958. More than once
we've heard the engumbent say:
."Whatever Doc Beauchamp says and
wants, he gets." There's nothing
wrong with that kind of political obligation, and anybody in politics will
admit it. The Louisville Times said
recently of Beauchamp's support of
Stubblefield, that Stubblefield's election was due because he "picked up
the support of such potent politicial
"operators" as Logan County's Emerson "Doc" Beauchamp. So it seems
ironic for the Courier to chastise Gregory for his political association with
the late Ed Gardner of Mayfield.
We don't want to get into an
editorial hassle with Ro Gardner of

the Courier. We are for Noble Gregory because he was a good Congressman and served his district well. No
favor was too large or too small for
Mr. Gregory to extend to his constituents. The distinguished service in the
House of Representatives gained him
the respect of his colleagues; the position as t(1) ranking Democrat on the
powerful House Ways and Means committee.
For sonic of Gregory's opponents
to say that he held the job long
enough is like saying that an experienced banker, or newspaper editor, or
pharmacist, or doctor, or school
teacher ought to get Out of the job
so somebody else can learn it.
And there are a few who may
'think that for Mr. Gregory to have
contested the election in 1958 was to
show poor sportsmanship. Any candidate for public office has a right to
feel and t(i know that an election was
Conducted fairly and honestly.. When
that doubt arises a candidate owes it
to good government and clean elections to have those doubts clarified.
In this respect we are reminded
of the merchant who had a typewriter
he planned to replace. He had no further use for it. He put the typewriter
on the counter of his store at night
and the next morning was going to
give it away. When he opened up the
office the next day he found that the
typewriter he intended to dispose of
was gone and he immediatly called
the police to investigate the loss.
The same thing is true of an election. A candidate knows that when
he has an opponent he stands the
chance of being replaced. And if he is
replaced he wants to feel that his replacement is the will of the people
through the process of honest elections.
Mr. Gregory's courage in challenging the election returns exemplifies what the late and great Congressman Sam Rayburn -said of him:
• "You have character and good judgement which helps to make you the
fine Congressman you are."

' THESE THOUGHTS HAVE HELPED ME
Life is our friend. It wasn't meant to be anyone's enemy. Be
friendly to life.
It's not what happens to us, but what happens in us that matters
most.
Nothing can hurt you unless you- yotn;elf allow it to do ao. Nothing
can deefat you unless you yourself give up, give in or quit.
The whole world can't lick us, but we canlick ourselves.
There is only one person that can hurt you, and that's the person
inside your suit of clothes.
Circumstances are neutral. All depends on what we do with them.
Adversity is a challenge of the best in us. It's the crushed grape that
gives out the sweet wine.
Getting on is largely a matter of getting up each time you are down.
To carry cares to bed is to sleep with a pack on your back.
Worry won't hurt you if you use it in strict moderation.
The man who gets along best in this world is the one who can look
happy when he ain't.
Don't pity yourself. You are never the only one who has your
troubles, your headaches or even your illness.
What has happened to you could happen.to anyone—and it has before. Take what comes and make good out of it.
To help another is to help yourself. Kind words are short to speak,
buy their echoes are endless.
—AUTHOR UNKNOWN
•••••
a

May Is Time To Remember
Our Departed Loved Ones
Decoration Days at all of the
cemeteries in and around Fulton are
traditionally held during May, and
rural and city cemeteries alike become lovely, colorful displays of cut
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flowers, pot plants and fresh-trimmed
grounds as everyone treks to the resting places of their loved ones to pay
them reverent tribute.
In this respect, The News finds
that its nation-wide circulation often
serves to remind far-away former
residents of the Fulton area that time
is here to send their contributions to
job of cleaning up the rural cemeteries. Last year, for instance, a little
story about a rural cemetery in financial distress because so many of its
descendants had moved away prodded a number of far-away contributions that really helped.
If you are one who has loved
ones buried in this area, you may be
sure that if you have not _already
done so, a little contribution, even a
couple of dollars, will .be most welcomed for the cemetery beautification
.for Decoration Day.

!STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeathirs

southern forces wheeled north to
Harrisonburg, united with the
men under Ewell. and headed
Northward up the Shenandoah
valley after the slowly with-drawing Union army. Jackson took his
army up the main valley to Newmarket, slipped across the New
Market Gap into the Luray Valley, up that valley to Front Royal.
The 8,000 men still with Banks,
was resting comfortably at Strasburg ten miles to the west.
The main Confederate army of
about 75,000 men was before Richmond. 15,000 men under Anderson
were watching the Union army
under McDowell. Gen. Johnson
had 4,000 Confederates near McDowell (a town west of Staunton)
and at Elkton were 4,500 men under Jackson. East of the Blue
Ridge was a force of 8,000 men
under Ewell.

"Ho agreed I was executive timber — then chopped
down my salary:"
1--Ri)%i THE FIL.E.S: - -

Turning Back The Clock--

Jackson's men captured Front
Royal May 23. Two days later
they had driven Bank's men
through Winchester, captured almost all of the Union army supplies, hundreds of prisoners, and
killed or wounded hundreds more.
Jackson needed time to round up
the captured materials, so he sent
his crack marchers all the way lr•
Harper's Ferry where they so

frightened the National Government that there was open fears
that the men under Jackson would
capture Washington.
More men were taken from the
forces under McClellan . . and
then the small army under Jackson began the retreat back down
the valley. The South had won
valuable medical supplies, arms,
ammunition, and
a campaign
which made both the army and the
commanding general immortal.
Jackson had little time to remain in Winchester. The larger
army under Fremont was closing
in from the west and Gen. McDowell was moving through the
Blue Ridge Gaps to get behind
him, while before Richmond the
Un ion
commander
Mclellan
fumed and fretted.
Jackson managed, by
hard
marching, to get his entire army
back awn the Valley to Harrisonburg. They would fight . . .
and win . . . two more battles
(Cross Keys on June 8, and Port
Republic on June 9) and then the
weary but exaltant soldiers in
Jackson's army would slip west to
join the
Confederates around
Richmond .
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
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BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

May 22, 1942
Mrs. Hunter Whitsell and Mrs.
Bertes Pigue - entertained the
teachers of Carr Institute and Fulton High School with a picnic at
the Whitesell home on Route 1.
Attending were Superintendent
and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis. Mr. and
Mrs. G. B. Butterworth. Mr. and
Mrs. .W.-• L. Holland, Miss Elizabeth Butts, Miss Lee Clla Lowe,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Pigue, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mr. anti
Mrs. Yewell Harrison, Mrs. Martin
Nall. Mrs. M: C. Payne. Miss Mary
Royster, MIS. Trevor Whayne,
Miss Mary Martin, Miss Augusta
Ray, Miss Pauline Thompson, Miss
Carolyn Beadles, Mr. and Mrs.
Whitsell, Miss Fern Snow, Miss
Catherine Williamson, Miss Laverne Burnett, and Mr. and Mrs.
Pigue.
Mrs. Paul Hornbeak was hostess
at a party at her home on Third
street last Saturday night in honor of her husband leaving for
Camp Lee, Va., and her nephew,
Billy Whitnell leaving for Fort
Oglethorpe, Ga. Assisting Mrs.
Hornbeak were Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Duke, Mrs. J. V. Freeman
and Mrs. Bob Perkins of Cincinnati.
Those present were: Joe Davis,
Clyde Williams Ford Lansden, Leslie Weaks, Bob White, R. H. Wade,
Gus Bard, Ira Little, J. 0. Lewis,
Theodore Kramer, Jr., Theodore
Kramer, Arch Huddleston, James
B. Hogan, L. 0. Hartman, Herbert
Goulder, T. M. Franklin, James H.
Felts. Ernest Fall, John Earle,
Ward Bushart, Joe Browder, Joe
Bennett, Vester Freeman, Smith
Atkins, N. G. Cooke, Carney Jackson, Hoyt Moore, Abe Jolley. Ward
McClellan, Harry Murphy, Clarence Pickering, Bertes Pigue, R.
IiIIfIIiIIIlJ!lthfflflhIIIflH

Fulton, Ky.

Call Ds To Save

This spring the world is observing the one hundredth anniversary
of Stonewall Jackson's Valley
Campaign. That cimpaign, started soon after the Battle of Manassas in July of 1881 when Jackson
was sent to take command of the
Confederate troops holding the
northern end of the Virginia Shenandoah Valley.
Jackson and his men spent the
autumn and winter in and around
Winchester. At one time he took
his men across the mountains into
Romney, but was forced to return
by orders from Richmond. Jackgpn at one time tendered his resignation, and asked to be sent back
to V. M. I. where he could again
be a teacher. His resignation was
not accepted, but he was left in
command of the few troops in the
Valley. During the spring of 1882
the huge Union army of McClellan was getting ready to capture
Richmond. Jackson struct the 8,000 soldiers under Union General
Shields at Kernstown. His 3.500
men fought with such fury that
Union soldiers believed that Jackson had at least 15,000 men.
McClellan,
building up his
strength before Richmond, had to
send more Union troops to the
Valley, Jackson calmly retreated
down the valley to Harrisonburg,
waited at Conrad's Store (now
Elkton), then by permission of
Gen. R. E. Lee, Jackson brought
Ewell's 8,000 Confederates from
east of the Blue Ridge. Ewell's
men came over the mountain and
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Cadet James Woodrow Fuller,
former pastor of the First Baptist
Church of this city received his
wings from the Air Corps Advanced Flying School at Moody Field,
Georgia, Wednesday, May 20.
Arthur Kegal, 42, was drowned
Sunday, May 17, at Sunkist after
falling from his fishing boat. Bystanders dived an hour and ten
minutes before finding him. Artificial respiration was given but
found useless.

M.IRRPralf

waited while Jackson led his own
smaller army down,the valley to
Port Republic, across the Blue
itidge to the east, then loaded
them on the train to Staunton,
went west, and Joined with the
small Confederate force at McDowell to defeat a detachment of
Fremont's army under Milroy.
Union troops under Gen. Banks
had followed Jackson as far South
as Harrisonburg where Banks
wired back to Washington: "Jackson has abandoned the Valley of
Virginia permanently . . . every
day brings its prisoners and deserters from the rebels."
The U. S. forces under Banks
rested in Harrisonburg, their cavalry scoured the Valley to the
South and the East, and day by
day there were short fights with
the Confederate cavalry. The majority of the Union forces were
called back from Harrisonburg so
the men could be sent to aid McClellan. '
•
McClellan never saw those men'
before Richmond .. but by the
time the Valley campaign was
over, the Confederate tunny of
Jackson was before Richmond and
aided materially in deieating-the
huge force under McClellan? So
for that reason, we are here giving
a 'short account pf the Valley
campaign as it happened one hundred years ago.
The battle of Kernstown had
been fought March 23, 1882. The
battle of McDowell was won by
the South on May 8. Immediately
after the McDowell battle the
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Money On Repairs

money!

Hugh Mac McClellan and Billie
Reed, both members of the Fulton
High track team turned in outstanding performances in.the state
high school track meet held in
Lexington, Saturday. McClellan
was high point man for the contests, having 13 points; first place
for the century sprint, second in
the high jump and third in the
furlong run. Billie Reed won first
place in the high jump with a
mark of five feet, 10 inches. McClellan, Moore. Sharpe and Cannon made up the relay team winning in fourth place. Other entries
were eliminated Friday.
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V. Putnam, Russell Rudd, Paul
DeMyer, Bernard Houston, Alf
Hornbeak and Hafford Duke.
Mr. and
Leon Faulkner, son
Mrs. J. J. Faulkner of Harris, and
Virginia Sue Cannon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cannon of
Dukedom, were married Sunday.
May 17, by Loyal Hartman, minister of the Methodist church
1
R. H. White, president a the
Fulton Chamber of Commerce,
stated at the last regular meeting,
Monday night, that there was
some possibility of an Army warehouse being erected in Fulton.
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PINNED DOWN AT HOME?
Then shop by phone. Phone a friend. Run
an errand. Visit your neighbors. Phone
baby's grandma for advice. With your
telephone at your side, you need never
feel shut out
when you're shut in.
Call often.
Southern Bell
•

•
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Alcoholism Is A Killer, Even If The Records Are Blurred
Alcoholism' is no respecter of
persons. It strikes regardless of
social or buiness position—as likely to enslave the president of a
company as the janitor, the professor as the illiterate, the. wealthy wife as the domestic servant.
It gets its name as the "hidden
disease" from the thousands who
yield to social pressures and conceal their uncontrolled drinking
behind closed doors, perhaps at
home, perhaps in the office, perhaps out on the job. They represent sa cross-section of sock .y, including professional men and WOmen, business executives,
mechanics, laborers, .housewives
and even ministers,
Because alcoholism reaches such
a wide range of people, it naturally affects some people of low intelligence, defective character and
limited personal assets. These arc
the exception, not the rule. "Skidrow" types seen living in gutters,
alleys and jails account for less
than 10 per cent of the country's
alcoholics.
Most other alcoholics are difficult to detect because they continue to function—not normally,
but usually at about half efficiency. More important, they are
not willing to admit that the problem is theirs.
A quote which John Dawes,
control coordinator of the Division
of Alcoholism of the State Health
Department, uses in his frequent
appearances
before
interested
groups is:
"If Alcoholism were a corrununicablo disease, we would have to
declare a state of emergency in
the United States."
That statement was made by a
member of the Committee on
Alcoholism of the American Medical Association.
,
Dawes says researchers have

USE OUR
HIGH - ANALYSIS

FERTILIZER
More Liberally Than
You Have Before—
To Get

estimated that 70,000 Kentuckians
are afflicted with the illness. This
estimate is conservative. But the
figure is high for the state's three
million population. Much of the
reason for the great number,
Dawes believes, is that Kentucky
is one of the last states to launch
an active alcoholism program.
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Judy Wood is still i.ndecided but
thinks she will probably attend
Murray State.
Many
Joyce Owens is planning t. be
a n•rse and she will start her
training at the Baptist Memorial
Bosintal Ir Meiniihis.
Frank the IRS "Kennel"
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Seniors Planning
Activities
For Next Year

On the other hand, many phychiatrists believe that it is a symptom of emotional disorders.
Several investigators have tried
to reconcile these points of view.
They have concluded that what
starts as a symptom develops into
a disease and is treatable as an
independent illness. This theory is
supported by the universal observation that once alcoholic addiction has been developed, a return to normal drinking is impostible, even if the underlying
emotional factors have been resolved.
_ One of the most alarming statistics in alcoholism research it
the growing trend toward more
and more women alcoholics. In
1940 the ratio of men to women
alcoholics was 25 to 1; but, just
two years ago, that ratio had decreased almost five times, to 5.6
to I. If that shocking trend continues, rescaretwrs say, the...number wi.I be about equal in 1970.
Jt is -another of the mysteries of
alcoholism.

What is an alcoholic? What
makes a person become an alcoholic? These are questions that
have been asked repeatedly since
it was determined that alcoholism
is a disease and not an irresponsible and voluntary
act'
Ideas as to the answers for these
questions differ. A widely accepteft definition of an alcoholic is
this: "He is a- person whose repeated drinking results in injury
to his health, family and social
relations, and his economic functiming, and who is unable to re(rain from drinking."
A comment by an alcoholic
paints a more vivid picture. •
"One drink is too marry; 20
drinks aren't enough.q
From the FRS .Kenner
"Miss Kentucky Library User of 1962," Miss Sharon Hickey,
A person can become an alco-1
a 17-year-old senior at Newptirt High School, exaniines
holic with only one drink; or it
of the new hooks prtrljded by the $5,0d0 Dorothy Cm16(14
may take years of habitual drinkFisher Library Award which this year wont to the Jenkins
Public LibrarY, Jenkins, Ky. Miss ilk-key is the daughter of.
mg before the illness gets a cornMr. and Mrs. James G. Hickey, Newport. The award was premanding grip. There is no consistsented
by Its sponsor, the Book-of-the-Month Club, at cereent pattern to govern who will
monies in Jenkins on the opening day of National Library
I
become an alcoholic.
Week. Cuest speaker was author, critic and lecturer John
Psychologically there are many
Mason Brown,a native Kentuckian.
factors involved—a low frustration point, tention, anxiety, anger,
.
and knowledge to make your serBy Bob Anderson
insecurity, fear or failure. Caught
hisvices
world
more
and
valuable
and
your
American
f
Since
in the squirrel cage, a person
-1,4tore more secure.
sometimes resorts to the bottle as tory are not electives at FliS,
instudied
often
are
courses
these
Reading, or course, win help to
a crutch.
prepare you for the work you plan
But alcohol magnifies and in- differently. Possibly a definition
life
relation
to
its
and
history
of
to do.
tensifies his problem3. Finally he
From the 5115'•Krnnel"
Ask your supervisor how you
becomes so enmeshed between the would help to alter this situation.
After you have'a jot, it Is neces- can do your .job better. Decide
What is history? History is the
causes and effects of chronic alcoholism that a neyer-ending pat- record of man's past thoughts and sary to make a favorable impres- _what position you Would like
eventually to hold'andthen work
tern is established. He drinks to actioni and of how these have led sion on your employer.
Yon!: first task is to find out toward it. Make yourself ready to
live and lives to drink.
to the making of today's world.
At this point will power no Through history we see the tre- what is expected of you, and then assume the zidded responsibility
longer has anything to do with mendous worth of man's achieve- learn your job thoroughly until of that first promotion when it
comes your way.
it. Alcohol has become the biggest ments and appreciate more fully. you can do it well.
Show that you can work conthing in the victim's life. He the inherent worth of man as an
People havq. different ideas of
structively without constant su- what their,...success should be, but
drinks not because he wants to but individual.
pervision
and
prodding.
because he has -to.
knowing your abilities can R•ad
The greatest prouiem lacing the
Don't let your courtesy get to further accomplishments. But
This is just *One of the partial Western world today is how to
rusty.
You'll
have
to
get
along
with
exptanaticrns that have been of- keep and improve the civilization
coupled with ability must be the
fered for alcoholism. But no one which the past has given us. Since all .people around you. Getting strong desire to plan, to work, to
with
people
along
is
one
of
the
has been able to uncover the-com- civilizations are rooted far back in
forego pleasure others enjoy in
plete answer yet. For sorneAt time, we must have a knowledge most important requirements for order to reach a goal.
those
who
want
to
get
ahead
on
might be psychological, for others of the past in order to understand
If you will be satisfied with
physiological. In other cases it and appreciate our own civiliza- the.job.
In almost any job you accept, nothing less than a top job, you
ecruld be a combination of both.
tion and to preserve and make it
you'll find that the company pro- !mist count the cost of the upward
Rescearchers in the field of bio- better.
vides training to rein you learn to climb. You must face the fact that
logical chemistry are convinced
Of what use is history? The
the competition is keen. You must
that alcoholism is an illness in- study of history gives us an ac- do your present job better and cultivate judgment. You mint convolving chemical changes in the quaintance with the past. It en- prepare you for the next step. In centrate on your objective.
many industrial companies, these
living cells of the body.
ables us to think intelligently
You will find the road is steep.
The approach of Alcoholics An- about today's problems and to _take the form of an-the-job trainBut many think the top•jobs are
onymous is different. A. A. con- profit from the mistakes of others ing courses or industrial apprenworth the hard climb, „
sidersjbe drinking itself a di- by taking advantage of their suc- ticeships. But where there is no
formal program, you can utilize
Your future- is what you make
sease.
cesses.
any job to increase your abilities It.
Secondly, the study of history
helps us in understanding people
C•
of all ages and times. It also has
great cultural Value.
History helps us set up high
207 Commercial
Phone 58
ideals by reliving for us the lives
JAMES HAZELWOOD of such greats as Washington,
Socrates, Joan of Arc, and Florf
ence Nightingale.
UAL KILLEBREW
Through the study of history we
—Slip Covers; seat covers
can gain a better idea of what to
expect in the future. We can-de—Upholstering (all kinds:
velop a deeper understanding of
modern and antique
what man has done, is doing, and
—Draperies
will do.
—Awnings tarpaulins
Therefore, if history does repeat itself, as Plutarch says it
does, we can best serve the present and the future if we know and
use the wisdom of the past.

History Courses
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If Great Worth
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At Grece-s

CITY COAL CO.
Fulton

Phone 51
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Not just three sizes... hut three different kinds of cars... Cmrolett.
411

YIELDS!

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 17, 1962
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From the FRS "Rennet"
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Golf Instructor To Be
At Barney's Golf Range

CUIWVADET

Can you hit a golf ball in the
right direction? Now you can
learn. Dick Hughes is the new
golf instructor at Barney's Golf
Range located on the Martin
highway.
Just pay thirty-five cents for
the golf balls and the instructions
will be free to young beginners.
High school students will receive
the lessons at a reduced price.
Therefor*, be sure and get your
instructions from Dick so you can
show your friends up when you
get on the golf course.
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'THAT'S ALL?'
Cin.,,olet Impala Sport Sedan (foreground)

NEW

Speed all yardwork on

a seven horsepower Cub
Cadet, today's easiest handling compact tractor.
Here's unmatched riding comfort and operating
ease. And there's a full line of big-capacity equipment to save you time on any job!

.411
• Its true... you wear this amazing new Sonotone hearing aid ALL
IN YOUR EAR! No cord, nothing
worn anywhere else. The smallest
Sonotone ever, it weighs only
half an ounce, including battery.

SONOTONE

Low down pc?ymeni, and convenient monthly
terms will gladly be arranged.

OF PADUCAH
120 S. 5th St.
Box 1133

PAUL NAILLING
Implement Co.
314 Walnut St.

,Jr

.a 4 Li .or

Take your pick of 31 models during CHEVY'S GOLDEN SALES JUBILEE

speed and ease on
every lawn and garden job!

•

Chevy

Batteries, hearing aid supplies:
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake St.
Felton, KY.

Phone 16

•

No look-alikes here! You've got three decidedly different
kinds of cars to choose from—each with its own size and
sizzle. The Jet-smooth Chevrolet's specialty is luxury—
just about everything you'd expect from an expensive car,
except the expense. • If you're thinking a bit thriftier,
thtre's the Chevy *II with practicality to LIJ you proud.

Lots of liveliness, too, for such a low, low price. • Got
a sporty gleam in your eye? Step right up to our Corvair
for rear-engine scamper and steering that's doggone near
effortless.•Conclusion: See your Chevrolet dealer now
for the most versatile choice going and a
beauty of a buy on your favorite.
• 4

II.

Beautiful Bulliugjjavs_are here at 71 iL4()cal authori4ed Chvvrolet dealer's

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Phones 38 IC

4
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CARD OF THANKS
To ,everyone who was so kind
to us during the long illness and
loss of our loved one, we wish to
thank each and every one of you
coy good neighbors, friends, and
relatives for the kind words, visits,
flowers, cards and food. A special
thanks to Bro. Theilford, Dr. Wilson and the Bowlin Funeral Home
The family of Joe Fulcher

•• •
-

Cole

of California
FOR
THE
FASHION
INTELLECT
CARMEL...a ch le
second-skin sheath in

e'.1,t,eizeti cotton knit. The
print...a striking flat
paper-flower design in bold
California colors. 10-1fl

19.95

War Dead, Gold
Star Mothers To
Receive Honors

Fourth, Fifth Graders Get Achievement Awards
The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's

CL

Ella Doyle Adds
Another Honor To
Growing Number

Miss Ella Doyle, a member of
Fulton's War Dead and the the May graduating class of
Gold Star Mothers will be honor- Memphis State University, has re(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
ed at the Memorial Service to be cently been inducted into the Libook)
for your pleasure and your scrapb
held at Greenlee cemetery on eral Arts Honor Society which is
Sunday, May 20 at 2:30 p. m. The sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa
club
's
Woman
program is being held under the faculty at the University and conFor all practical purposes the Fulton
tell
auspices of the American Legion ducted under the same rules. Miss
is "closing shop': for the summer months, and to
Elks Club and Jaycees. The pub- Doyle will be graduated with
never
you the truth the members and department heads
lic is invited to attend this Mem- "Magna cum Laude" honors on
club
the
of
orial Service, the first of its kind May H. She is a journalism maearned a better rest. The closing programs
ining
held here in many years.
jor.
have been gay, original, interesting and enterta
Miss Doyle will enter the UniColonel Tom Elam of Union
ful
success
most
a
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end"
"the
write
to
a
and it's fine way
City will bring the principal ad- versity of Illinois this fall on
the
around
dress and James Warren, local at- graduate fellowship. She will maseason. There's always something going on
radio
all
torney, will be the master of cerr- jor in speech and minor in
Woman's Club building and much of the credit for
and television.
monies.
heads
ment
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orking
hard-w
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the activity goes to
Explorer Post No. 42 will have
AlWESTWOOD VISITORS!
the flag ceremony and will close
and the leadership of a good president. Mrs. Harry
for two
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
the program with "Taps." This
lison has been at the helm of the Woman's Club
post is sponsored by the Elks Sr. of St. Joseph are visitors in
it over
grades Club and Jaycees.
years and as she puts away the gavel and hands
Futon with the home folks at
the highest achievement awards in
received
pupils
These
VyMrs.
,
planner
Judy Fortner, Glenda
A vocal number will be pre- Westwood, the Wespheling home
to another hard worker and effective
5. First row, left to right: Bob Boyd,
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4
right:
to
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l in Webb, Patricia Holloday, and Jerry Wood. Second row,
sented by Vyron Mitchell, accom- on West State Line.
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Taylor, Janice Bell, Marilyn Moss, Gary Kiestler.
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their praise for
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to right: David Robey, Dannle Wallace,
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Diane Wright models some of
Cage" and others, with the audi- J. L. Grooms of this city.
the form of a skit. Mrs. Wright
season's newest garments. Diane beet results.
participating.
was assisted by Mrs. Arch Hud- ence
City of Fulton
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
was
costume
s
DeMyer'
were
Mrs.
(-Heston. Three new members
A future bride and a recent Charles Wright and was one of present, two new members, Mrs.
which
of
period
the
of
They
authentic
Fulton. Kentucky
the interests of
added to the club's roster.
only ten models selected to be in Ira Henderson and Miss Allice
dress bride captured
hostesses as Scarlet
are: Mrs. H. W. Cole, Mrs. W. T. she read. Her long white
ul
thoughtf
the show.
ered
Fields; and four visitors, The
Mrs. Frankie Cardflames and Mrs. Earl Campbell. was a beautiful hand-embroid
lace. Turner and
W. M. U. was happy to have the
Three guests also enjoyed the in- batiste with inserts of real
former Mary Ann Hill
the
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honored
Mrs. Mary Wynn was
the
visitors.
teresting program. They were She wore a Cameo pinned to
spotlight on the social
the
took
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dinner
on Mothers Day with a
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Mrs. Ben Burley. Mrs. Van Latta high neck of the full-skir
calendar. Mary Ann and her moth, Mrs.
dress. Her quaint hat had colored er Mrs. Don Hill were jointly fet- the home of her daughter
and Mrs. Don Wright.
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E.
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numbers and joined them together Eliza White and was loaned by her
Begining a series of bridal part- Mr and Mrs. Moss. Three of her
in a musical tour of America.
ies complimenting Scarlet, the children were unable to attend.
sister Miss Gertrude Murphey.
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the program depicted different
was a miscellaneous shower given children attended in the afterthe
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costumes
colorful
their
phases of America's contribution
Wednesday night. May 2 at the noon.
ion
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Celebrat
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to the musical world and it was Centenni
Crutchfield Methodist Church.
apparent that American artists here in 1959.
Hostesses for the occasion were:
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of
and .composers have made a niche
Mrs. John McClanahan, Mrs. Crutchfield Baptist Church met
Due to the conflict of the Na- Paul McMinn, Mrs. George Fortfor themselves in the annals of
Thursday night, May 10 at the
tional Convention of National ner and Mrs. Marshall Finch. Miss church for their regular meeting.
musicial history.
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Mrs. R. A. Brown and Mrs.
Friends of Mrs, Ida Craig will enson,
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presided over the brief business
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Glenn
be glad to learn that she is doing
meeting. The minutes and treasurRefreshments of punch and cup- er's report were read and approvMrs. S. M. DeMyer was in fine at the home of her daughter,
approximatecharge of the program and pre- Mrs. Charlie Williams, on the cakes were served to
ed. The meeting was dismissed
sented a clever reading, "In the Lindenwood-Harris Road. Recent- ly 40 guests.
with prayer.
First
the
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The
Days of Long Ago," by Mrs. C. S. ly, Mrs. Craig's elderly friends
Refreshments of birthday cake
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the
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gan at the console. Mrs. DeMyer shine shower. Among the useful for Scarlet.
observed. There were 14 members
SIZE
Hostesses for the shower were:
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Miss Judy Wood, Mrs. Robert
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1
•
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Miss Annette Campbell and Miss
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Cleta Beggs.

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
THESE ARE
QUALITY ITEMS
YOUR V STORE

GLASS APOTHECARY JARS

GLASS WATER BOTTLE

22

• •• • • •

YourG

DRIVE-IN

"Movie Star" Slips

$2.98

Nylon with lace trim; sizes 9-15, 32-40

Berea, Kentucky is the convention site for the regular convention of the Postal Supervisors of
Kentucky. Mr. and Mrs. Lawson
Roper left Wednesday for that
convention. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Roper are active in the state-wide
affairs of the association and Mrs.
Roper holds the nice honor of
president of air. Kentucky Branch

t

$1.50 to $2.50

Hickok Belts

0.11/1nelin NORM
•votaa• NOSIMINS Sal

REG. $1.98

Memorial Wreaths
And Sprays
$1.98

COLOR CARTOON

— TO --

BEGLEY RTICRN

31

CINIMASCC.E • METROCOing
.,ieel/010.....11,1
,
1111.73..114,

F. SCOTT FITZGERALD'S

CUT GLADS
$1.00 .... DOZEN

IN

KASNOW'S
Fulton

$4.98

Distinguished Adult Entertainment

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
BAYLEY MILLS
BERNARD LEE

- - - WE GIFT WRAP FREE! - - -

448 - 52 Lake Street

-

-

Wed. Thur.-May 23-24

50c to $1.00

Sport Sox

3 Metal Inserts
For Shredding,
100Grating and
Slicing.

Mr
ton arm
pound,
p. m.,
hospit.

FOR DECORATION DAY:

Rock Hudson Gina Lollobrigida
Sandra Dee Bobby Darin
Walter Slezak

t 4..........
......

$3.95 $5.00

Hickok Wallets

N

Sun. Mon. Tues May 20 21 22

PROVOCATIVE ADULT [CREAMER!'

4 metro-co,,,,y,mover
iii-UL NEWMAN
GERALDINE PAGE

_ $1.98, $2.98

Knit Shirts

EIVO

Recommended Adults Only!

ME USN)LOVE
. sU MOST FMOIIWrIl
:

$1.98, $2.98

LOW, LOW PRICE

SHREDDER & GRATER

aposor
2. mccs

NOW THRU MONDAY

/14

DOUBLE FEATURE

—AND—

"Movie Star Pajamas ___ $2.98

Sport Shirts

FRI - SAT _ MAY 18-19

Cmos....11.c.DES m.o..,of una

Matching panty sets

$1.99

$1.00 CARLOAD $1.00

--“WILD4COUNTRY]
F-

OPEN 6:15 — PHONE 12

"Movie Star" Half Slips _____ _ $1.98

Summer Blouses
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BOWL SET
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— ALL NEW—
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CLYDE WILLIAMS.—
dreaming and he would answer in
a pleasant manner that he had
seen a lot of change come to Fulton just passing by that bank
window. He was instrumental in
the change for the growth of Fulton, not so much as a constant attendant at meetings, but in the
quiet and sound advise he gave in
the background of that development.
He had such an aversion to publicity and fanfare that when we
employed every means at our
command to interview him in
connection with the handsome remodeling job of the City National
Bank we got only fragmentary details about his life.
But even such !meagre information revealed that he was a hard
worker and a man who achieved
success in business through his
own efforts. He was a perfection ist to such an extent that one of
the bank employees told this reporter that when he did not appear at the bank at 9:05 a. m. on
Tuesday that they all immediately suspicioned that something was
wrong.
Death came to Clyde P. Williams
suddenly as a result of a heart
attack. He had not complained of
illness beforehand. One of his
close friends said shortly after
the news of his death spread
around Fulton that "Clyde would
not have had death corn, any
other way. He would not have
wanted to cause any trouble or
concern to his family in death,
just as he spared them every difficulty he could during his lifetime."
In spite of the respect his prominence in the community commanded, nearly everyone called
him by his first name. The name
was changed a little in recent
years since his son and namesake
became active and also prominent
in civic affairs. His friends affectionately called him "Clyde, Sr."
and it was with pride that he accepted the senior title because it
meant that his son was carrying
on the faith and hard work needed to develop a community.
Mr. Williams was born in
Graves County near Fulton and
attended Fulton Schools. He was
the son of the late Herbert Lee
Williams and Olivia Tirrley Williams. He was married to the
former Ruth Browder on December 9, 1917 and is survived by his
widow and four children and
twelve grandchildren. He was a
charter member of the Fulton
Country Club and the American
Legion. He served in World War
One as a first lieutenant.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Browder Williams; two
daughters, Mrs. Nick Kish of Buffalo, N. Y., Mrs. Robert Koelling
of Dallas. Texas; two sons, Clyde
Williams, Jr., of Fulton and Joe
Browder Williams of New Jersey.
A sister, Mrs. Pauline Genung of
Chicago and 12 grandchildren also
survive.
Funeral services will be held
today (Thursday) at three p. m.
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel. Rev. W. 0. Beard and
Rev. W. T. Barnes will officiate.
Burial will be in Fairview Cemetery.
Active pallbearers
will be:
Larry Davis, L. M. McBride,
Howard Bondurant, Gary Kimbell,
Bill Creason. Bob Creason, Parks
Weaks and John Travis Brown.

HOSPITAL NEWS

JAYCEES—
(Continued from page one)

convention.
The local Jaycee' group will
The following were patients in present to the awards committee
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednes- twelve notebooks crammed with
day morning:
exhibits of projects sponsored during the term of office of immeFULTON HOSPITAL
diate past president James Butts.
Mrs. C. L. Newton, Pauline Wil- Sponsorship of the County Fair,
tette, Mrs. Lola Howard, Miss hosts to the State Board meeting
Katherine Lowe, Mrs. W. M. Hill,
all of Fulton; Mrs. Roland Ray,
Mrs. Jerry Scribner, Mildred Patterson, all of South Fulton; Fronie
Roach, Fulton 2; Noble Melton and
Louis Burke both of Fulton Route
5; Mrs. Charles Pollard and John
Binkley both of Water Valley;
Mrs. Jim Inman, Water Valley
Route 1; Britt Baker, Union City
Route 3; Miss Laura Harpole,
Union City Route 4; Mrs. Irene
Branford, Cayce; Bobby Hodo,
Clinton; Mrs. Ferdie Tarver, Clinton Route 1; Mrs. John CJX, Clinton Route 4; Mrs. Lillie Gossum.
Wingo Route 1.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Dan Ha-stings, Mrs. E. W.
Bethel, Mrs. Joe Gates, Mrs.
James E. Diggs, Mrs. Ethlene Rogers, Mrs. Finis Fandling, Mrs.
Carney Boaz and baby all of Fulton; R. L. Dedmon, Water Valley,
Mrs. Dewey Crocker, Clinton; W.
D. Winstead, Palmersville.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Mary Campbell Mrs. Lawrence Yates, Amy Vaden, Little
Teresa Barnes, Mrs. Kenneth
Turner, Jr., Curtis Beadles, E. E.
Mount, Horace Stephens, Vernon
Robey, Odessa Haley all of Fulton;
B. 0. Finch, South Fulton; Mrs.
Alice Taylor, Water Valley; Mrs.
Ella Mae Coleman, Union City;
Mrs. Bill Watson, Martin; Robert
Schofield, Mayfield.

at which Secretary of the Army
Elvis Stahr, Jr. was the principal
speaker, the Christmas charity
undertaking, the fishing rodeo,
the junior golf tournament, and
sponsorship of the local beauty revue will be among those activities
to be entered as worthy of receiving state recognition.
Planning tc attend the convention from the local club are: Mr.
and Mrs. James Butts, Mr. and

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

TURKEYS

.01.012)
k Lb. Lb.

35

Carnation
Instant Milk
0
8-Quart L9
Size

U

Fleischmann's
Margarine

The News is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the following
on their birthdays.
May 17: Glynn Ray Powell, Mrs.
W. W. Morris, Mrs. Howard Edwards; May 18: Mrs. E. Waggoner,
Follis Bennett, Billy Scruggs; May
19: Robert Hale, Norma Benedict,
Martha Lynn McKelvy, Zelma
Harris; May 20: Jerry Coats; May
21: Mrs. Coyle Wade, Mrs. J T.
Burrow, Britton, William Milner,
Raymond Gambill, Blanche Weaks,
Ben Sams, Jerry Mac Weaks; May
23: Brenda Crocker, Sam Hardy,
Lela Bloodworth, Theda Sanderson.

1-Lb. 4390

RUPTURE
IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bone, Fulton are the proud parents of a nine
pound, 15 ounce son born at 5:15 I
CITY DRUG
p. m., May 2, 1962 at Hillview
408 Lake St.
hospital.

Young's Dried
Navy Beans

2

Pkg.
Lb. 25$

Cutrite
Wax Paper
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24
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Roll L_90
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Pkgs. ICI
Colors
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2Rolls 270
Scott Tissue
Whits or Colors

Fulton

Scotkins

4 PIECE PLACE SETTING

PAPER NAPKINS
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A
Clip and Save!:
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CURRIER & IVES
PRINT DINNERWARE
Only 99c With This Coupon

COUPON GOOD THRU MAY 261h
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

REDEEMABLE AT A&P FOOD STORE IN
FULTON, KY.

MEI

COME SEE

nssuEs

20
k217 29c
:
2:f1:11 53c
Northern
Tissue
4Rolls 370
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Clip and Save!
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WELCOME!
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Lb.
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Sliced Bacon
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Canned Ham 7-eotrve
Skinless Wieners Z7g„og.i..
Pork Sausage SRT,
Scallops Ocean

Northern
Napkins
2`war'
$
of 80 27

Pascal Celery FFoisrfele
Tomatoes 10
Fla7c4ouse
Bibb Lettuce ;reensdher

:
iZ : 49c

24
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Only
Good Thru Saturday, May 19
One Per Family—Adults Only
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\.
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A&P Instant Coffee
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Bag

Green Giant Peas
Niblets Corn Golden
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$

Box

Each

6-0z.

c

The Activated 20 Mule Team bars.
With This
King Size

39c
Lb. 35c
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VALUABLE COUPON BELOW
A&P Amm, •Sa. COUPON
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Good Thru Saturday, May 19
One Per Family—Adults Only

Pepperidge Farm Frozen

Turnovers
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L Cana 37C

2 15C`:-,°.'. 39c
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57c 6 47c

Apple and Raspberry
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-Oven-Ready
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Lux Soap
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75C Surf
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VeRiquid
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Tube
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Paste
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Box
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We are happy to join the
U.S. Department of Agriculture in saluting the contributions of American farmers to
the Nation's welfare.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIPIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

am,/MA S .....DASH 1000 MIRENANT
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Pie5
39c
Sharp Cheese
59(
Orange Juice
6 79(
Charcoal Briquets 20 99(
Luncheon-Meat
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Ammonia
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Home News In The News

PORK ROAST

Cut-Up,

QSPal teTed)

irs A BOY!
Mr. a..d Mrs. Thomas Howe:
Ciutchfield, are the proud parer
'of an eig:.t pound, 12 &In,e so!.
Mark Reginald, born at 1:25 a. r
May 8, 196.. at the Fulton ho
pital.

SUPER RIGHT
FRESH PICNIC
STYLE

FRYERS

Conc

Scott
Towels
Roll
2
31c)

The-Fulton News, Thursday, May 17, 196

Mr. and Mrs. Max Domras are
visiting in the Fulton and Water
SHORT VISIT!
Mrs. Addie McBride visited in Valley area this week and are
Fulton for a short while this week staying at the Park :errace. Mrs.
and reports that she is en route
the ft rmer Mrs: Will
to vlorida to visit with her dau- Domras
ghter. Hurry Back!
Yates of Water Valley.

Jane Parker
Raisin or Apricot

Ctn.

4Rolls 530

CO.

Page 5

Lb. 29$

Happy Birthday

IT'S 'A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scribner of
Fulton are the proud parents of a
4 pound, 9 ounce daughter born
at 8:15 p. m. May 1st at Fulton
Hospital.
IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Haley,
Dukedom, Route 1, are the proud
parents of a seven pound, six
ounce daughter born at 4:35 a. m.
May 8, 1962 at the Fulton hospital.

Mrs. C. D. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Fossett, Paul Kasnow, David Pirtle, Mr. and Mrs. Ha.old Henderson and Melvin Wilson.

Palmolive
Soap
8R.
ie.
g 4 B.-41$

Fab
Detergent
Large
Pkg

32
$

at

New lodges under construction
at Kentucky Dam Village, Lake
Cumberland, Carter Caves, Rough
River, General Butler, and Jenny
Wiley State park range in size
from 20 to 56 guest rooms. When
completed the new lodges will add
rooms to presYoung men who would like to a total of 217 guest
ent facilities. Dining rooms at
Air
the
to
tment
appoin
an
seek
these lodges will seat a total of
Force Academy cadet clas3 enter- 1,500 people.
ing in July 1983 should apply for
a Congressional 'nomination as
Home News In The New.
soon as possible after June I of
NewH.
Joseph
Major
this year,
of- F.
ton Air Force Academy liaison
ficer, said today. -

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 17, 1962

)

each Sunday.
We are sorry to report Mr. Louis
Holly as being in the hospital of
the I. C. R. R. in Chicago. Hurry
and get well Mr. Holly.
Mr. an( Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
and Mrs. Nall had as their supper
guests last Sunday evening. Mr.
By Ruby Neisler
and Mrs. Ralph Smith They bareveryA cheery good mcrrning to
bequed out in the back yard and
me.
served supper in the ciaing room
•
will ue s: art this of their new home.
My
- colurn'n
yeek, I am not well and I don't
Congratulations to James Wright,
'eel like gathering up the news. son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Si..iday was Mothers Day and Wright, who will graduate from
ve know there sr • re many happy Fulton High School and will enter
nOthers. My Lhilditen made me the David Lipscomb College in
Tent.,2ssecr.in Septem'ery happy by their thoughtfulless of me.
ber.
Also congratulatiOns to ime of our
Bro. Jerry Aldridge, a student
men, John
t Freed -Harderean, Henderson, former Fulton young
graduate
'ennessoy, pre:Abe i a. the Con- Cunningham who will
with high honors at the Freedrr' Cl eh lar Sunday night.
llardeman 'College in Henderson.
Go lir the iitsi'vicrs at the Fulton John plans to enter Hat ding Colon.
lotel 'iteh isdnday afterno
lege in Scearcy, Ark. this next
:hey have a a .ferent speaker S4temb, r. He is now preaching
h Sund v at Moulton, Ala. at
the Church of Christ.
' I 'one I have more news mixt
j vack - in the meantime just keep
001/

Around and About
Our Town

PRINCETON
HYBRID
cze.,-'we
Lwarese
c.•,, uet

ly open
Mrs. Wilson W. Wyatt prepares to official
ia by cutting
the Hannah Fussier House it* Columb
.
a ribbou. Others, from left, are Dr. IV. R. Murphy
nt of
Columbia mayor; Mrs. W. R. Murphy, preside
am! Miss
the Adair County Arts and Crafts Corp.;
,
MIIIMeMOMM***Ne

Mrs. E. W. 5Ic7dorries

%VEIT Is Radio Artive

Browder Milling Co., Inc.
Phone 900

Fulton

R FIke\ R D
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

436-11

HIRAM WAINER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • E6 PROOF

compare
compare

Carroll Kearns, Re; .esentative
(R., Pa.):
"It's a tough world for the
American business man. Everytime he comes up with something
new, the Russians "invent" it a
week later, and the Japanese
make it cheaper."

compare
CHEVY If
FAIRLANE
GETS THE
BEST OF THE
COMPACTS!

-••="';:7s\ As Low As
,,,„
Weekly after small
down payment.

BURNE1TE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Fourth St.

as any other man in all history, should be the best judge of all.
That great statesman wrote the following letters to friends he
respected.

NOBLE J. GREGORY

arrall11111.
E CM

7411S t

ApritliresX00112.11
tinMirriblfibte 31.111

FAIRLAME
awuat 31, 1957

L-EVY It
COMPACT-SIZE CH

Iii,iiiprallute 7Woonts
?tamer rif ilicwrienstatibrsX1.•
pseirmcweledi
Bonham, Texas
December 27, 1968

Dear Marion:

Deer Noble!

504.

FAIRLANE
GETS THE
BEST OF THE
BIG ONES!

Ratl
E
Her.7`11ELIT$3.45

A fellow congressman should know better than anyone else. The
late Speaker Rayburn, who was the unquestioned leader of the House
for more than four decades and Speaker for more than twice as long

131noare

compare
(1111111111:1

Byron R. White, newly appointed Supreme Court Justice:
"I'm very, very honored. I'm
very happy the President has the
confidence in me to nominate me
and I'll try to justify his confidence. It's a very large undertaking."

id

rare,

Minks for your note of
Decusiber 18th. I appreciate having a.letter from you and hope that you are
still completely recovered.
One of the disappointing
things to me is this probability of
being in the 86th Congress.
not
Noble
With every good wish for you.
Ian
atnoenflty you

I D.A./.

OUR FORD FAIR LANE

IS FAR OUT FRONT IN I
A CLASS BY ITSELF .

•'ale is whu.._ foot shorter on the outside than Chevrolet—far easier
new-size F .•
inches more effective front leg
handle and park •. Farilane rrsde gives you nearly 2
y the same trunk space! MIMI
practicall
and
room,
head
trot
effective.
sa-ie
the
rr 'In, exactly
le oil changes*, self adjusting
with money-saving twice-a -year ma.ntenance. featuring 5,000-mi
coolant-antifreeze•Plus greater fuel
brakes, 30.000,mile major lubrication. 2.year engine
•And Fairldne paces start at
economy, and solid, suietindrg singh-unit construct:on!
*Alla fret 1000-Mie Mame
E1-70 ie-.,-••!
2-Met MOM
••se.......mon el weeefeeterere ememled eMil Melo* firtme led Chemist MoMee

Honoreble flails :. Gregory
&MAO of Representatives
Waeltingtoo, D. C.

WO. Iroblo Y. Oregon'
Ma7lisid,
Kontudki

•

Chevy it is in easy parlring and the kind of
•The only similarity between our fairlane and the
and styled accordingly•It's
econorny ach delivers•Fa,rlane is ne..ly 15 inches longer,
gives you 3 inches more effective lust
2 inches longer in wheelbase, for a smoother ride. /It
/
51
and muscle.•It
cubic feet more trunk space, almost 400 pounds more "eel
leg room,
one.-prece
performance—even V.8 power for just a bit extra.•Plus solid
gives you L
conr.,truction, arid twice.eyear marntenenCer too.

D JUDGMENT, CHARACTER, EXSpeaker Rayburn recognized that NOBLE GREGORY has GOO
Congressman." What better recomfine
"a
age,
langu
his
PERIENCE,INTEGRITY and CONCERN ...in
mendation could a man have for this position?
A VOTE FOR

NOBLE J. GREGORY
rn.
Is a vote for the type Congressman described by Speaker Raybu

SEE! DRIVE! COMPARE! SAVE! AT YOUR FORD DEALER'S NOW!

VARDEN - GORDEN MOTOR COMPANY
.7 ..AKE STREET, EXTENDED

la

TOPS

"Mr. Democrat" Sam Rayburn said to
Noble Gregory: "You have Character...
Good Judgment... that makes you the
fine Congressman you are."

Muck you for your gracious rota of
Augur! 33. Xt tim teen a great pleasure to servo
with you thrcugbont the years you hare been a
Yeaner of the House of Representatives, and I
thank you for your courtesies end help ea all
occasions. Toe have character and good icrissormt
which helps to maks you the fins Ccogreemeen you
are.
With every good Isiah to you, I am

raIrlane 7 door r

9

Compact, perfectly balanced;
on
easy to carry, ea, to use
farm, campsite, ranch or woodlot!

The letter to Noble was written during their period of service
together. The letter to Marion was written after the 1958 election.

IT TO THE BIG ONES !!

IT TO THE SMALL ONES

Each U. S. Senator and Representative may nominate eleven
ce
candidates to take the entran
examinations for the Academy.
Candidates must be at least 17
on
and not yet 22 years of age
July I, 1960.
to
Young men who would like
inquire about requesting a nomiconnat.)11 to the 1963 class may
in
tact Major Newton at 2665
Hickman, Ky. or Truett Miller at
Fulton, Ky. Appointed as an Air
in
Force Academy liason officer
s
this area, Major Newton inform
prospective candidata on appliexcation procedures, entrance
y's
aminations, and the Academ
program of education and training.

Father: You ought to be
ashamed you lazy boy. When
George Washington was your age
he was surveyor.
"
"Rennet
From the FHS
San: And when he vs as your age
President of the United
The Future Business Leaders of he was
America held their annual elnc- States.
don of officers on April 18, 1962.
Mary Alice: I get up when the
The officers for the next school
ray of sunshine strikes my
first
nt,
:
preside
year are as follows
.
window
Dar,
;
esident
Pam Homra vice-pr
Judy: Isn't that rather early?
lene Roberts; secretary, Ann
Mary Alice: No. My room faces
Bowers; treasurer, Phyllis Pigue;
west.
reporter, Willa Kay Bennett.

Wade Television

1A,N 11 G H

the
Susan Slick, arts and crafts supervisor for will
State Department of Commerce. The house
which
serve as a cr•ift center and gift shop through
and
Adair County artists and craftsmen may work
sell their products.

Future Business Leaders
Elect Hornra President

Bro. and Mrs. Jimmy Chipm..n,
Jim Ray and Kathey were Friday
1- 4ght supper 'guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Winfred McMorris, Eugene
and Glenda.
Ali Makes and Models
We are all happy to have Mrs.
•
Warren Bard home. She has been
l
MOTOROLA
a patient in the Baptist Hospita
Sales and Service
for several weeks.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Leonard Duke are
•l.
home from the Fulton Hospita
Glad to have you home.
Mr. nd Mrs. Wir fred McMorris,
Eugene and Glenda visited Mrs.
Phone 450
111 Lake St.
Darmll at Gleason, Tenneseimewri.www.. Madie
see Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gray and son
. Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
wet,
and Mrs. George Gardner.
Mrs. Robert Lee Veatch and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Rich Gardner, Mrs. Chole Bushart, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. L. Bushaet were Sunday
visiorts of Mr. and Mrs. Jess Wry.
Mrs. Jim Langston, Mr. and
n.
Mrs. Freddy Roberts and childre
Mr. and Mrs. James Rhodes and
children were Sunday visitors of'
Mr. and Mrs..Gusta Rhodes.
'
Mrs. J. H. Vaughn, Mrs. Winfred
McMorris visited with Mrs. Sol
Hancock Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner
visited for a while ',Iitirsday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorris.

1 TV IMPAIR I

Get your supply at

A
a
1

This Chain Saw is

EAST BEELERTON

,

TO WWI SKIM/

NominationsFor
Air Force Due
By June First

FULTON. KY.

PHONE 42

signed:

Paducah Citizens for Noble J. Gregory
Earle Shoup, Chairman
Tim Taylor, Secretary

(Paid Adv )
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62) Road from N. C. L. of Bard- PURCHASING PROPOSALS. IN!1
well to north end of bridge over TERESTED PERSONS MAY SEMayfield Creek at the . Ballard CURE THIS INFORMATION BY
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN- County Line, a distance of 4.973 CALLING IN PERSON AT-THE
TUCKY
DEPARTMENT
OF miles. Bituminous Concrete Sur- DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS,
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CON- face Class I.
DIVISION OF-CONTRACT CONFulton County's iiiiblic assistTRACTORS
The attention of prospective bid- TROLS, FRANKFORT, KEN- ance recipients received $37,082
Sealed bids will be received by ders is called to the prequalifica- TUCKY, WHERE THE LISTS in aid last month through the
the Department of Highways at tion requirements, necessity for WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE State Department of Economic
I Security,
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, securing certificate of eligibility, FOR THEIR EXAMINATION.
Commissioner Earle V.
Requests
for proposals should Powelll has announced.
to:!
until 10:00 A. M. Eastern Stand- the special provisions covering
ard Time on the 1st day of June, sub-letting or assigning the con- be made
1962. at which time bids will be tract and the Department's reguMrs. Bettie Barker, Division of - The needy aged received a total
publicly opened and read for the lation which prohibits the issuance Contract Controls, Department of of $19,528 in April. families reof proposals after 9:00 A. M. Highways, State Office Building. ceiving aid to dependent children
improvement of:
were paid a total of 813,526; the
EASTERN STANDARD TIME on Frankfort, Kentucky.
SP GROUP 3 (1962)
needy blind $629, and the totally
Graves Co., SP 42-288 — The day of the opening of bids.
Request for plans should be
and periionently disabled $3,399.
Mayfield-Fulton (US 45) Road
NOTE: A CHARGE OF $2.06 inude to:
from N. C. L. of Wingo extending WILL BE MADE
S:a•
o payments totaled
FOR EACH
Mr. Kavanaugh Inman, Division
northeasterly, a distance of 1.356 PROPOSAL.
: -4ring the month, Con REMITTANCE of Design. Department of highmiles. Bituminous Concrete Sur- MUST
Powell Ill I I. mrul w, lit
ACCOMPANY REQUEST ways. State Office Bldg. Frank- 0 i
face Class I.
m) 1 ti.1174 needy- Kent !ekians.
FOR PROPOSAL FORMS. RE- fort, Kentucky.
Graves Co„ SP 42-288
.— The FUNDS WILL NOT
BE MADE'
Department of Dig
a‘s I
Mayfield-Fulton (US 45) Road FOR ANY
REASON.
Frankfort.
Kentuely,
from N. C. L. of Wingo to S. C. L.
Further information, bidding,
ird
Semitoi
of Wingo, a distance of 0.200 mile. proposals, etcetera, will
he turnish-' .11Iay 10. 1962
(IS.. G:41:
Bituminous
Concrete
Surface ed upon application
to the FrankClass I.
"I rr?, ;,I;irrned, h''or ac(lUi fort Office. The right is reserved
Graves Co.. SP 42-288—The to reject any and all
Mis$ Phyllis Sul,lette visited
11(
OVITV !.roposiall that
bids and to
Mayfield-Fulton (US 45) Road vs a iv e tech n ica I
with her crandparents. Mr. and is hi.,t: .!ht forv. ai !I ir the name
dies.
.
from S. C. L. of Wingo to the
Mrs. Warren Sublette i I Mv. and
•-• _ eolpn imli.l
without
NOTE:PLEASE DO NOT CALL Mrs. Ralph Breeden for ten days. any r
Hickman County Line, a distance
tit!' 1)1.1 11)a})le erre( t
DEPARTI"11::`:T
OF HIGHWAY1 She has returned to hi r.hOtIle in of d.,....troing
of 6.853 miles. Bituminous Conestablished
gover!!'
FOR LISTS iF CONTRACT011S Bowling Green.
crete Surface Class I.
men,
Hickman Co., SP 53-89 — The
Mayfield-Fulton (US 45) Road
from the Graves County Line to
the Fulton County Line, a distance of 3.351 miles. Bituminous
'Concrete Surface Class I.
Fulton Co., SP 38-87 — The
Mayfield-Fulton (US 45) Road
from the Hickman County Line to
N. C. L. of Fulton, a distance cf
1.477 miles. Bituminous Concrete
Surface Class I.
Carlisle Co., SP 20-4—The Clint‘nn-BardwellWickliffe (US 51 &
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Local Auxiliary
Members Attend
Spring Meeting
The First District Spring Conference of the American Legion
Auxiliary was held Sunday May
at Fredonia, Kentucky. A delicious
luncheon was served at 1 o'clock
by the Fredonia Unit No. 103 to
90 members and guests. Mrs.
Ethel Lowe, First District Chaplain, gave the Invocation followed
by words of Welcome by Mrs.
Mary Milton, President of Fredonia Unit, David H. Perkins, Post
Commander Fredonia and Rev. W.
H. Pettit. Pledge of allegiance to
the flag was led by Mrs. Chappel
Cooper, District Sergeant-at-Arms.
The National Anthem was sung
and the Preamble repeated in
unison.
Mrs. Million, Past District President, presided over the business
session in the absence of the District President, Mrs. Max Churchill of Murray. Plans were made for
the State Convention to be held in
Paducah beginning July 13th. Mrs.
Lee Myrick, a member of Marshall Alexander Unit 72 of Fulton
and Mrs. Edgar Overby of Murray
were recognized as. Gold Star
Mothers and each was presented
a beautiful corsage of red carnations with blue and white ribbons.
Those attending from the local
unit were Mesdames Leon Hutchens, Lee Myrick, J.' D. Simpson,
Paul Hornbeak, Pete Green, Anna
Belie Edwards, Ela Frields, Emma
Butts and Nannie Austin.

County's Needy Get
$37,082 In April

•r

Griveside services for - Adley
Services were held at 4 p. m
Morris. native Fulton and retired May 115.at the National Funera
Illinois Central ' engineer, were Home in Memphis. held at Fairview cemetery May 16
He is survived by his wife. Mr
at II a. in. National Funeral Home
of Memphis was in charge of ar- Lott', R. Morris.
—
rangements.
Home News In The Nek\S
Mr. Morris, 72 died at the Ken- I

The City National Bank
will be closed for business
all day Thursday
due to the death of
Mr. Clyde P. Williams, Sr.
Its President

Helicopter Ride
THE GREATEST KID RIDE IN AMERICA

at.
COMMUNISM'S APPEAL

At Your Big Yalu Super Market

A news item says Moscow residents average one bath in eighteen
months. Things like this are what
attract young boys to Communism.

SATURDAY, MAY 19th
BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY AND JOIN THE FUN AND
THRILLS OF A HELICOPTER RIDE. FIRST TIME IN '
FULTON, KY.

1- FREE TICKET WITH EArH
THREE DOLLAR PURCHASE
GIVE THE KIDDIES THE THRILL OF A
LIFETIME - WITH A HELICOPTER RIDE

Porklioast `BggiEEtt's lb. 35c
Glenmore
Chill-Filtered
is

RY

EXom-

uedy 'Veterans Hospital,- May
at 9:10. p. m.

Adley Morris

HALF
4
PINT $ ,50
•Henviness is filtered out — only
smeolher Bourbon softness is left in.

90 PROOF KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
I IOURBON WHISKEY
Distributed by Bryant Distr. Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

Fulton Paint
& Glass Co.

SWIFT

SWIFT PREM.

BEEF LIVER Lb., 39c

BOLOGNA all meat 39c

TOPPY BRAND

PURE BEEF

SLICED BACON Lb. 39c HAMBURGER 3 Lb. 89c
li eualry Ctou.ereadi

•
Picnics

Phone 909
Commercial Ave.

AND PLANTING NEEDS

MERIT EVAPORATED

MILK 3 Tall Cans 39c

Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed
All Kinds of Ferry Morse flower and garden Seed
Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer for tobacco
Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
gardens and trees

tang,

Fertilizer with insect poison (Aldrin) for your
TOBACCO kills wire worms, cutworms, etc.
WE ALSO HAVE Chlordane and Aldrin and ALL
KINDS OF DUSTS for bugs, ants, lice, blight, blue
mold, etc.
NOW is the time to sow your ammonium
nitrate on your crop land.
New shipment of POTASH on hand.
Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed Tomato Plants, Onion Sets

A(Iatswalfos
East State Line

GLASS FREE

TEA 1-4 Lb.. . 43c
OLEO 6 Sticks Lb.27c

NEW PRICE ON BIG CROP FERTILIZER
S48.00 TON
6 - 12 - 12 __

•

L&M

MERIT WHIPPED

.iermte,

Phone 202 - 602

lb.29c

Pork Chops

PITTSBURGH PAINTS
keep that ifrOZZZ, look longer

SPRING SEED

By The Pie'e

3- LB. CAN

CRISCO

5c Off 88c

American Ace Reg. or Drip

Coffee .. Lb. .69c

Center Cut

lb. 59C

RIB
END

lb.39c

11
Flour :::.:rbusr.il. 10lbs.97c
Lemonade or
6 oz.
can 10C
Orange
drinks
Ice Cream'Van Gal.59c
SUNKIST

LEMONS Doz.

"c Watermelons

HEINZ 14-oz.

10 LB. BAG WASH

KETCHUP Bot. 23c

POTATOES Red 39c

HEINZ 8-oz.

NEW CROP

57SAUCE llot. 29c

FORMERLY - U - TOTE-EM
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

RED, RIPE, JUICY

GRIEN

CABBAGE lb. 7 1-2

Mcnarch DietPtic 2 8-oz. Cans
RED GLOBES

RADISHES Bunch 5c

EACH

89c

,
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Bert B. Hall

DEATHS
Mrs. Maude P. Stone
Mrs. Maude Paschall Stone,
widow of J. H. Stone, and lifelong resident of Fulton, died May
14, at 10:20 a. m. at the Fulton
hospital following a long illness.
She had made her home at Haws
Memorial for the past few years,
and was -admitted to the hospital
Saturday morning.
Mrs. Stone, known to her many
friends as "Miss Maude", was a
member of a prominent local
family. She was employed for
many years at the P. H. Weaks
store here.
Mrs. Gordon Baird of Fulton is
a niece of the deceased.
Funeral services were held May
16 at 10:00 a. in. at the Hornbeak
Funeral•Home Chapel. Rev. W. 0.
Beard officiated. Burial was in
Fairview cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Louis Weaks,
Joe Bennett, Elston McGuire,
Lonnie Roper, Frank Beadles and
Eugene DeMyer.

deluxe decorator TV ensemble

vrank,, a4 pwtem.
ew .q a 'MI 114,11,11 armi

handcrafted!
no printed circultst
The KNOX • Mod•112706
Features Handcrafted Service Saver Chassis tor g
operating dependability Trim rriodern styled cabinet in
gralnird Walnut color, grained Mahogany color or grained
Blond Oak color on matching Danish Modern Base

SAVE NOW!LIMITED TIME OFFER

ROPER TELEVISION
Phone 307

306 Main St.

SOYBEAN SEED
$3.25 Bu.
$3.25 Bu.
$3.25 Bu.
$5.00 Bu.
$4.40 Bu.

HOOD
CLARK
OGDON
CERTIFIED KENT
BLACK WILSON

•

COTTON SEED

CERTIFIED U. T. RECOMMENDED VARIETIES
DIXIE KING
REX
EMPIRE
DELTA PINE SMOOTH LEAF
STONEVILLE 7
DELTAPINE 15

wol•NN.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

S. Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE

AGENCI

Kelly Vaughn
Kelly Vaughn, 50, Wingo, Route
I, died May 14 at 5:15 a. m. at the
Fulton hospital.
Funeral services were held at 2
p. m., May 16 at Jackson Chapel
Methodist Church. Rev. T. Y.
Smithrnier and Rev. Norman Crittendon officiated. Burial by Hopkins & Brown of Clinton was in
Pleasant View cemetery.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Novelle Vaughn; a son, James
Vaughn of South Fulton; four
brothers, Jim Vaughn of Detroit,
Docie Vaughn of Beloit, Wis., Paul
Vaughn, Metropolis, Wood Vaughn
of Dallas, Texas; two sisters, Mrs.
Myrtle Murphy, Wingo. Route 1,
Mrs. Florence Veatch, Wingo,
Route 1, and a grandchild.

Roe Gilbert
Roe Gilbert, 87. died at 12:20
p. m.. May 15 at his home on Fulton Route 3 after a long illness.
He was born in Graves County,
Kentucky, the son of the late John
Wesley and Ritta Bruce Gilbert.
He is survived by three sons,
Lee Gilbert, Water Valley, Route
2; Isaac and Westwood Gilbert,
both of Fulton Route 3; four
grandchildren and 5 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at
the Water Valley
Methodist
Church today (Thursday) at 2:30
P. M. with Rev. Charles W. Brinkley, pastor of the church officiating. Burial will be in Camp
Beauregard cemetery with Jackson Brothers Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Friends may call at the family
residence near Water Valley until
the funeral hour.

Bert B. Hall, former Water Valley resident and member of a
pioneer Graves county family,died
suddenly May 11 about 11:30 p. m.
of a heart attack at his home in
Phoenix, Arizona, according to
word received here.
He was a brother of E. J. Hall
of Water Valley and has many relatives in this area.
He was born and reared in Water Wiley, but hpsd made his
home in Phoenix for the past 18
years.
Sunfirivors include his wife, a
daughter and one grandson.
He was the son of the late W. H.
and Eula Gordon Hall of Water
Valley.
Funeral services and burial was
in Phoenix.

Mrs. Otis Sherdon
Mrs. Otis Sherdon, 59, resident
of Ruthville community, Martin,
Route 3, died at 8:45 a. m., at the
Fulton hospital on May 12 following a long illness.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. May 14 at the Ruthville
Baptist Church. The pastor, Rev.
W. A. Porter officiated. Interment
by Doug Murphy Funeral Home of
Martin was in Highland Park in
Mayfield.
She was a member of the Ruthville Baptist Church.
Survivors include her husband,
two sons, John G. Sherdon of Detroit and Billy Howard Sherdon of
Chicago; a daughter, Mrs. Bonnie
Ruth Barnhill of. Mayfield; four
brothers, Gilbert Speed of Mayfield, Hugh Speed of Mayfield,
Floyd Speed of Braidwood,
and Claude Speed of Mayfield;
five sisters, Mrs. Lula Speed of
Mayfield, Mrs. Beulah Allen of
Mayfield, Mrs. Ora Lee Davis of
Huntsville, Ala., Mrs. Pearl Ashlock of Mayfield and Mrs. Viola
Stairs of Chicago, nine grandchildren.
Active pallbearers were: . Paul
Reams, Cletus Reams, Jimmie
Westbrook, Tommy Joe Reams,
Jeter Wheat, 0. C. Spence.

Funeral services for Joe S.
Pope, 81, former Fulton resident,
were held at the Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel at 2 p. m.,
May 15. Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor
of the First Methodist Church officiated. Interment under the direction of Jackson Brothers of
Dukedom was in Fairview cemetery.
Mr. Pope died May 12 at his
home in Jacksonville, Fla., fallowing a long illness. His wife, Mrs.
Bertie Pope, preceded him in
death on March 27, 1952. He had
lived in Fulton for many years
before moving to Nashville. For
the past year, he had been a resident of Jacksonville.
Survivors include a step-son,
Cecil Whelen of Jacksonville, Fla.,
a sister, Mrs. Callie Moulkey of
Memphis and a niece, Mrs. Gertrude Tullos, also of Memphis.

James Walter Davis, well
known Obion county farmer of
Fulton. Route 5, died at 4 p. m.
May 12 at the Madisonville County Hospital in Jackson, after a
sudden illness. He was 59. ,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Virginia Colley Davis, to whom he
war.mairied July 7, 1935 in South
Fulton, Term., a son, Larry Davis;
two half-brothers, Robert Davis
of St. LQUiS and J. C. Davis of
Memphis; a sister, Mrs. Mary Austin, Fulton; two nieces, Mrs.
Thomas Bowen of. Memphis, Mrs.
Charles Russell of Jackson and a
nephew Jimmy Austin, Fulton.
He was born April 2, 1903 the
son of the late Charles K. and
Lena Cook Davis.
He was a member of the Central Church of Christ.
Funeral services were held at
2:30 p. m. May 14 at the Central
Church of Christ. Bro. Harry
Owens officiated. Burial was in
Oak Grove cemetery, under the
direction of Hornbeak Funeral
Home.
Active pallbearers were: Charles Cannon, Charles Reams, Harry
Reams, Tommy Reams, Buddy
Jones, Thomas Connell.
Honorary
pallbearers
were:
Brown Thacker, Alvie Williams,
Russell Boaz, H. H. Bugg, Allan
Jones, Horace Reams, Harmon
Reams, C. M. Wilbanks, Henson
Jones, James Palmer, Jack Irviri,
Tom Counce, Dr. J. C. Hancock,
Avery Hancock.

when you buy one gallon of

MARTIN SENOUR PAINT!
We're temptInkyou to try the finest paints we know of with this terrific special that saves you $4.00!
Buy one gallon of any Martin Senour Paint and get this top-quality 5/8" x 50-foot garden hose, from a
nationally known manufacturer, for only $1.99. See it and you'll know why it's a guaranteed $5.99 value!
Lightweight but very strong green plastic is easy to handle. Of sturdy laminated construction that lasts
and lasts, with full-flow brass couplings, garden hose thread. Oil, weather and abrasion resistant. Limit
two hoses to a customer. Supplies are definitely limited. So hurry and pick up your Martin Senour paint!
For exterior or interior use, pick from better-wearing Martin Senour finishes listed below. All give
you more stylist-selected colors to choose from!
MONARCH HOUSE PAINT-Keeps itself bright and
new-looking longer, weathers beautifully. All colors. All
whites-self-cleaning.

ACIUA-CRYL HOUSE PAINT-Finest acrylic latex
paint. Goes over damp surfaces, fast drying. Completely
blister, fume and mildew.resistant.

ASTRO-VAR VARNISH -New and terrific! Has double„the life of ordinary varnishes. Dries to touch in 45
minutes, to walk on in 21/2 hours. Is practically "everything proof." For inside, outside, boats.

INTERIOR POLY-FLOW -Odorless vinyl latex flat,
dries In one hour. Self-prinlini.;. Ohe coat usually covers.
Goes over a variety of new ,urfaceE - dry wall, plaster,
wallboard, brick. Quid( a.'.rr r!-an op of ra,-!,ng toots.

Mrs. Doyle Ray

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
307 Commercial Ave.

Phone 35

Fulton, Ky.

1

Mrs. Nora Riggs

Fred Jackie Rashid

More for your money during our big

Anniversary Sale
SAVE ON ALL YOUR SUMMER NEEDS .. SAVE on graduation gifts! You'll
find needed items for the home too, below are just four of the most popular
wanted items at special savings. See our 4-page circular . .. shop our entire
store.

Women's Flats and Sandals
REGULAR $1.99

Mrs. Doyle Ray, 74, wife of
Tom Ray of Lynnville, died May
12 at noon at the Mayfield hospital.
She is survived by her husband,
and a sister, Mrs. Ida Bynum of
Lynnville.
Funeral services were held May
12 at ,4 o'clock at Old Bethel
Church in Weakley County. Bro.
Howard Miller officiated. Burial
was in McGuire Cemetery with
Jackson Brothers of Dukedom in
charge.

SPECIAL

2 pr. $3.00

Joe S. Pope

James Walter Davis

Get a $5.99 50-FOOT GARDEN HOSE
for only $1.99

charge of arrangements.
Pallbearers were: Robert RickAirman 3/C Billie Mac Harris, man, Dayle Windsor, Kennie DonMrs. Nora Riggs, 60, wife of
20, passed away May 8 in Womack oho, Velva Hawks, Jr.. Jerry Don- J. C. Riggs, Wingo, Route 1, died
Government Hospital at Fort oho and Mr. Alderdice.
at the McAlister Rest Home in
Bragg, North Carolina, where.he
Fulton at 5:45 p. m. May 12.
was hospitalized for some four
She was born December 12, 1901
weeks, after a fall from his barin Weakley County, Tenn.
racks. He was a member of the
Besides her husband she leaves
Fred Jackie Rashid, 56, 508
U. S. A. F. of about two years
a daughter, Mrs. Harold Taylor;
and the son of Mr. and Mrs. Nor- Laurel Street, died May 14 at
three sisters, Mrs. Joe Tomlinson
man N. Harris of Dukedom, Route 11:10 a. m. at Jones Hospital. He
of Dresden, Miss Fanny High of
was a salesman.
1.
Tampa, Fla., Mrs. Hillard Coats of
Born in Syria, he was the son Martin.
The deceased was a Baptist,
holding membership with New Sa- of the late Jackie Rashid. He had
Funeral services were held at
been a resident of Fulton for many the Bethlehem Methodist Church
lem Baptist Church.
at Pilot Oak at 3 p. m. May 14.
• He is survived by his parents; a years.
sister, Miss Jane Harris of DukeSurvivors Include his wife, Mrs. Rev. Norman Crittenden of Fulton
dom, Route 1; a half-brother, L. Marie Haman Rashid, a daughter, and Rev. Tommy Perkins officiatA. Harris, Jr.; an aunt, Mrs. Mrs. John Friederich of Peoria, ed. Burial by Jackson Brothers of
Cletus Simmons of Jackson, Ten- Ill., a son Eugene Rashid of Ful- Dukedom was in the East Side
Cemetery.
nessee; a step-grandmother, Mrs. ton and several cousins.
May -Harris, Lynnville. Kentucky.
Funeral services were held May
Funeral services were conducted 16 at 2 p. m. at the First MethoSUCCESS
May 13 at 2:00 p. m. at the New dist Church. Rev. W. T. Barnes
Salem Baptist Church.-Rev. James officiated. Interment
Success nowadays is making
was in
Holt, pastor, officiated. Burial Obion County Memorial Gardens, more money to pay the taxes you
was in the Acree cemetery. Jack- under the direction of Whitnel wouldn't be paying if you hadn't
son Bros. Funeral Home had Funeral Home.
made so much money already.

Billie Mac Harris

Big selection of pretty styles for summer wear. Choose
from styles shown plus many others. Colors include
white, bone, mint and black. Sizes 4 to 10.

SUMMER

LINGERIE

$1.99 and $2.991
A delightful gift that's sure to please.' Budget priced with
a
luxury look!
(

BABY DOLL PAJAMAS

$1.99

Smart colorful cottons in striped floral pattern. Combinations of
red, maize and blue. S-M-L.

WALTZ GOWNS,BABY DOLL PJ's

$2.99

Wash'n wear fabric blended of Dacron and cotton. Lace trimmed
and gathered necklines, Pretty pastel colors. S-M-L.

MAN TAILORED PAJAMAS

1

$2.99 •

Quality cotton broadcloth in solid colors and neat prints.
Contrasting piping trim. Short sleeves . .. long leg-s. 32-40

I

Big Selection

WOMEN'S SWIM SUITS
THREE EXCITING MONEY - SAVING PRICE GROUPS!

GROUP
NO. 1

GROUP
NO. 2

_-

GROUP

$4.99
$5.99
$6.99

Figure flattering styles that'll make you the "hit" of the beach! Choose from
Lastex, printed cottons and novelty knits in a wide assortment of colors including black, hot pink, turquoise, red and blue. Sizes 32 to 38.

ATHLETIC SHIRTS
3 FOR $1.00
Soft ribbed-knit white cotton in sizes 36-46
3 FOR $1.00
gENS KNIT BRIEFS
Full cut cotton knit. White in sizes S. M,L.
MENS"T" SHIRTS
2 FOR $1.00
Soft, absorbent cotton knit. White only in
sizes S, M, L.

LAKE STREET

FULTON,KY.
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ROCK SPRING NEWS

MEN WILL
A student publication of Columbia University asserts married
women are more capable teachers than unmarried ones. Men
will agree.

You'll
opular
'tire

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
1Vatches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

MiliSwillinalstm.ca.erwoolossr-

the
t
,t ?,01,,bEN YEARS.
40.
itTor

Choose
include

Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the following information, supplifd TIIE NEW.;
hu the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agrwultur.c
onenres will he of special interest to progressive tamers in te,
Ken-Tenn area):

CONERVAT1ON NEWS

ters-N.--1

H. E. Smith

A
,

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formula like this—with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
Capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

Each year conservation farmers
are becoming more concerned
about the value of wildlife on
their farms. This week the Soil
Conservation Service made a biology review of Fulton County. All
sections of the county were studied by Wade H. Hamor, Cornbelt Biologest from Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, Robert S. Reynolds,
State Soil Conservationist, William
H. Casey, State Bioligest from
Lexington, Kentucky, and W. B.
Bryan, Area Conservationist from
Mayfield. In the western part of
the county, special attention was
given to waterfoul. Some of our
finest game and most interesting
birds are those that inhabit water areas. In the central and western part of the county, we looked
at farms where better conditions
are being provided for the hunting of quail and squirrel. We saw

—ERE—

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

rs

OUPS!

FOR YOUR

* FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

99
.99
.99

Otie

Mrs. Carey Prields •

Located 60 miles from Fulton on the lake to hold water the year llork.eshoe Lake closed to the takthe Southernmost tip of Illinois in. around. The land on the island ing of wild geese. Since that time
the wintering goose population
Alexander County is Horseshoe was put into a grain crop.
Lake, a wildlife reserve.
Canadian geese began to leave ,ias steadily 'increased.
Along with Horseshoe Lake now
horseshoe Lake was formed their natural wintering grounds
when the Mississippi River was in on the sand bars and islands in 7,000 acres refuge was started in
its infancy. It consists of an anci- the Mississippi River to concen- 'Union County. The bird potpulation
ent ox-bow a river bend such trate on the Horseshoe Lake in the new county exceeds 50,000.
The largest single operation on
that only a neck of land is left be- Refuge. The birds were given food
these refuges is farming. In comtween two parts of the stream and protection.
approximately
6,500
which was cut off from the main
On the heels of " this Canadian bination
channel. Until 1927 Horseshoe goose influx there followed an in- acres of high quality crop.lancl is
Lake contained water only during crease in hunting clubs adjacent devoted entirely to food producthe wet season, drying up in to the Lake. Many of the birds tion for Canadian geese. Broken
drought periods.
were killed. In a five-day period down to an estimate of yields and
In 1927, the Mint% Department in 1946, 5,000 ge'ese were killed. availability each goose i presentof Conservation purchased 3,500
In 1946 the entire Mississippi ed with 500-600 square feet of
acres, taking in all of the island Flyway was closed to goose hunt- pasture and 14-16 pounds of corn.
(in the lake) and most of the lake ing. In 1947 the President of the
The refuge is k lie enough to
itself. A dam was constructed U. S. and the Govertfor of Illinois Fulton to provide a short, but inacross the southern end to enable proclaimed 18,000 acres around teresting trip.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

EXPLANATION
An observerssays that our present economic plight is almogt as
serious as it would have been if
the people who predicted that it
would be worse had listened to
those who accused them of being
optimistic.
•
•

some farm ponds that are providing good fishing and some that
are being stocked at the present
time by the State Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Everything that is grown on the
farm has a proper place in its
economy. The better able the
farmer is to keep things in balance, the more profit he will
make.
The Board of Supervisors met
March 27. One of the important
items of business at this meeting
was assisting farmers in treating
critical areas (gullies) under the
Reelfoot-Indian Creek Watershed
program. Gullies that are producing silt, sand or gravel that will
wash into the floodwater retarding lakes or new stream channels
are eligible to be treated under
the watershed program. The Soil
Conservation Service will furnish
the farms with plans for treating
these
areas. Charles Wright,
chairman of the Board, is securing prices on heavy equipment
work and materials to be used in
the project. Any farmer in this
area desiring more information
on this project should call the
Soil Conservation Service office
in Hickman, phone number 2418.

9,

WALKERS
00 ALW
The elegant straight bourbon that',
aged twice at long as a lot of others.
Enjoy extra years of mellowness

wom.T.«,.....,..sw

Greenfield Monument Works

PERSONAL LOAN DEPARTMENT
now in operation
This new service is in keeping with progressive banking for the area
that it serves. HAROLD D. HENDERSON, Jr., is in charge of this new
Jonartment.

Based on a review of an earlier
determination, growers of oats
and rye will be able to obtain
price support on these crops in
1962 without taking part in the
162 feed grain program. The program applies to corn, grain sorghum, and barley.

Loans made f2:
Purchasing automobiles
Purchasing appliances
Signature loans
Consolidation loans
Any other personal needs

HE IS?
A white-collar man is one who
carries his lunch in a brief case
instead of a pail.
'
. illi
r... • _ _ '

!IC/T.7,177,• johnsar

announces a

Corn, barley, and grain sorghum
producers, however, will be eligible for price support on these
three crops only if they participate in the 162 feed grain program, the Chairman emphasized.
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• Large Display •
The Reverend James Holt filled
• Well Lighted At Night •
his regular appointment 'at New
Salem Baptist Church Sunday.
e Open Sunday Afternoons
May 13. and the entire service was
a tribute to "The Christian MothFULTON
(.•FIELT):
J. B. MANESS & SONS
er." The song service rendered
CALL 124
AB 5-2393
Greenfield, Tenn
was also a dedication to Mother.
Miss Kaye Mathis served as plan-

FULTON BANK

Narvel Seals, Chairman, Obion
County Agricultural Stabilizatifin
and
Conservation
Committee,
points out that his is also a
change from the 1961 program,
when participation in the feed
grain program for corn and grain
sorphum was required in order
to be eligible for 1961 support on
oats and rye.
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Horseshoe Lake Is Wildlife Refuge

By Nettie Lee Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Howell
spent awhile Sunday afternoon
with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Oliver and
children were Sunday night supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mrs. John McClanahan visited
Mrs. Nina Moore and Miss Ina
Bellew Thursday afternoon.
Franklin Robey spent awhile
Thursday morning with Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Green.
Martha Kay
Copelen spent
Thursday night with Mrs. Geneta
Coll ison.
Mrs. Frances Harper visited Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Green Saturday
morning.
Mrs. Grace Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Chaate visited Mrs. Ella
Veatch Sunday afternoon.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmoore Copelan and family were
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan,
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Finch, Ida
Jane. Mrs. Lucy Turner, Mr. and
Mrs. Claud Leocke, Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Choate and Mrs. Winnie
Loell.

rim

This new service is primarily for salaried people and offers an addi
tional service to our present lending policies. The Fulton Bank solicits
your patronage. Come by and discuss your financial problems with us.

Cancer Insurance won't
prevent cancer- won't
cure cancer but it will
ease the financial burden
of cancer!

:
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.......:?''
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at no ciao cost.

For details see the

Box 367
SRAM 801.16011 WHISKEY • 8 YEARS OLD • ti I NNW
MAM Whitt o SONS IC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS

sFULTON BANK

rates & Hyland
Insurance Agency
Fulton, KY.

Paul Cates' Phone 153
Bob Hyland's Phone 1185
"For The Best In
lIospitalization"

MEMBER: FDIC

Ilm

"Safety

Service

Satisfaction"

Jubilee Sizzle Sale!Big Pre-Summer Savings
Now at Western Auto Store on Lake Street
DUDLEY TAYLOR, proprietor of
the 15,000 acre TAYLOR RANcH,
established in San Luis Obispo County,
CuSfornia, in the 1870s, says,
rrosti
•

NO BITE r

1 ' riot

."
2;rtil

MELLOW-MASH

Yellowstone
The Greatest American Whiskey
NENTLICKY STRAIGHT BURSON.

t1U0 PROOF BOTTLEDill ROOD
INSTILLED &BOTTLID BY YELLOWSTVIE DISTILLERY CO.. LOUISVILLE-604E100R0, to.

HOME FURNISHINGS
7.95
Odd bedsteads, from
$12.50
Coffee and end tables, from
$ 2.50
Table lamps, from
$47.50
Gas Ranges, from
$24.95
Nice dining table and 6 chairs
$49.95
Refrigerators from
$26.00
for
two
$13.50
New RockerE
$40.00
Nice 3-4-size bed, complete
$45.00
Bedroom suites, from
$74.95
Electric ranges, from
$24.95
Three-seat glider
Bedsprings $7.50
Remnant rugs 1-2 price
—AT-

WADE'S USED STORE
"Trade with Wade and Save
Phone 478
217 Main Street

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Out where living is wonderful,
()NI MILE FROM CITY —
two bed room home located on full acre of land. Attached gar:age. plenty of room for cow, pig or pony. Fully insulatrad, electric heat. Vacant and ready 0,500.00.
61.000.00 DOWN. OWNER WILL FINANCE —On Park Avenue. just across from Jones Hospital. This is an old home completely remodeled, new bath, central heating system. gas. completely new kitchen. This property is in one of the best loca•-•
tions, convenient to all schools. churches and hospitals. Total
price. 56.000.00. Payments 650.00. per month.
SI.000.00 DOWN — Owner 'will finance. In rack throwing distance of South Fulton school. Two bedroom home in need of
minor repairs. Located on an extra large lot. Seldom do ytiau
have the opportunity of obtaining property this convenient to
school. Total price 65.500.00. Payments approximately $45.00
Per month.
ON It 0,11.‘UT STREET — One half block of town, home with
Live in one and let rent help make the payments In good shape outside and •in. Everything separate.
ion
on
nar;
Will trade for propel tv on Tennessee side.

Favorite Songs
To Be Heard At
Band Concert
The Music Department of the
Fulton City Schools under the direction of Mandel Brown will present it's annual spring concert Friday, May 18, at 8:00 P. M. in the
auditorium of Carr Elementary.
The program will consist of music
by the Terry Norman Beginning
Band, the Carr Elementary Beginning Band, the Junior High
Glee Club, and the Fulton High
School Concert Band The Junior
High Glee Club will sing, "0
What A Beautiful Morning", "I
Believe". and "He's Got the Whole
World In His Hand." The Fulton
High School Band will play "Symbol of Honor," "Symphonette For
in
Spain,"
Band," "Holiday
"Wonderland By Night," "South,"
numbers
which they
and three
played in the First Region Music
Festival at Murray, March 31, "A
Mighty Fortress Is Our God,"
"Little English Suite." and "Balladiar."
At 7:00 P. M. preceeding the
concert the Home Economics Department under the direction of
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer and the Industrial Arts Department under
the direction of Mr. James Ott,
will present exhibits of a part of
the students work done through
the school year. Refreshments will
be served in the Home Economics
Department by the Future Homemakers of America Club.

RENT - - -

WE

It•

1)111' WOOD ,
411 -11DIVNION

— The quality in this
lingo. 50 ft. wide paved
•
:hr e extra large- bedrooms.
One of the prettiest bath rooms anywhere. off white ceramic
'lie
i h ...lndd trim and borders. Twin lavatories. The kitchen,
•-ith
in oven and range, dining area, and den are all COM
'! room which is paneled in birch. If you desire
'
•
in d restricted develonnirmt, call us immediill con,irler in trade fur your present property.
I:.
viea,na anial ready. l I -An 00.
I r 1 N \ (;II ION -I Itflivi-lION. —Brand new three bed.
'hoard heat, three nice
zed br rlriorn. full bath and or .
If. The kitchen and den
nre all combined. half birch panelin • top trimecl in wall paper.
Thin 1-12
.pievvill stand complete inspection, from the copper
plionhing to insulation in attic. This was built by Mr. Dick
Meacham. one of Fulton's top contractams. Fully guaranteed for
one year, Vacant and ready. 613.500.00.

1)0.:"r MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Baby beds

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

Vacuum Cleaners

Floor polishers
WADE

FURN.

CU

GILLUM

Phone

TRANSFER CO.

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
'
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-J
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

EE-CIRCUS-FREE

The regular warship schedule of
the South Fulton.Baptist Church
now- provides for three sermons
each Sunday; at 8:30 a. m, 10:55
a. m., and 6:00 p. m. All three
messages this week will come
from the first 24 chapters of the
Book of Job.
Hulon Allen, pastor of The
church, said the Book of Job is
rich in preaching material. The
ancient people of Job's time had
questions that were answered for
them in the Book of Job. Many of
the questions which plague the
man in the street today have their
answers in the same book. Why is
our planet invaded by physical
and moral evil? How can a perfect
God allow his purposes to be sidetracked? Why do the innocent suffer along with the guilty? Why
do people have to be sick? Job
fought the problem of suffering
through until he could break
through the shadow of doubt into
the sunshine of God's purposes for
his saints.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ladies and Gentlemen, Children of all ages. Your friendly Piggly Wiggly Store of South Fulton
takes pleasure in presenting Circus Thrills of 1962,featuring Miller Bros. Circurama.
See 20 cages of wild exotic animals, 2-one hour performances each day with riding dogs, and monkeys. High diving dogs, trained elephants, trained ponies, featured fancy rope tricks by Dick Lungsford - world renowned star of Radio, Screen and Television.
Also, Boys and Girls, one of the world's finest trained performing dog acts featuring eight Tops and
- Tails of T. V. Fame, and don't forget "Smokie", the clown that has entertained follks of two
continents with the Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailey, Clyde Beatty and Cole Bros. Circus.
Also, for your entertainment, rides will be available on a full grown Indian Elephant. And for the
"Small Fry", a real Indian Safari Train LADIES and GENTLEMEN, both performances WILL BE
FREE!
There will be charges for the rides, cotton candy, etc. Cut rate tickets will be available from PIGGLY WIGGLY FREE.
The Giant Circus Ring ... 30 ft. in diameter, will be erected Saturday, May 19th at 9:00 A. M. at
which time the elephant, trained dogs, and ponies will be unloaded.
Thank You,

AND

When It a
BIG

— see —
CHARLES IV BURROW
109 Walnut
Dhone 61
Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of rea,
estate for sale at all times I

FOOD SPECIALS

BIG BUSH er - Roo SALE .. PEAS
PORK

Purple Hull

Black Eye

HOMINY - KIDNEY

BEANS - PINTO

SALMON

GREAT NORTHERNS
BEANS - NAVY BEANS

Show Boat Pork &

Fairweather

WIGGLY

CAN

Lb. 59c BEANS 5, 2 1-2 Cans $1.00 COCKTAIL 4- 303 Cans 95c
Sacramento

Lady Alice

Thin Twin Pot.

Shortening

SPRY

PIGGLY

Sacramento Fruit

COCKTAIL 32 1-2's $1.00 PEACHES 4 2 1-2's $1.00
The

AT

7 For $1.00
10c

Crowder

& BEANS - MEXICAN BEANS -

Sacramento Fruit

For

The Management

At PigglyWiggly in South Fulton
THESE

Real Estate in Fulton
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3 Lb. 69c CHIPS

BEST

Pink

DETERGENT 22 oz. Bd. 59c

WEE
eente
matel

Softex

_ Lb. Bag 59c TISSUE

SOMETHING NEW - NOW MARY

12 Rolls _ $1.00

MAESTRI'S

SPAGHETTI with MEAT SAUCE _ _

and

_ $1.59

Serves Four - Takes Only 15 Min. To Prepare...

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

HAM SALE
MORRELL'S

HAM
Telephone 62 or 160 Night

TROUBLE ?
We can't keep you out of it
but with on.? of our LowCost, three
payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!
Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

Three Sermons
On Sunday At
SF Baptist

IN

AT EDGE OF TOWN. JUST PAST FULTON COUNTRY CLUB
ON TENNESSEE SIDE — 25 beautiful acres, new three
bedroom brick veneer home with over 800 feet of highway
frontage. Fully insulated, built in oven and range, has a huge
den that ,idjoins kitchen, and past off of. den and kitchen is the
living room and dining area. fully carpeted. Has a crop base
that more than pays taxes and insurance. Top electric bill that
has been paid is only 631.00 for everything. Taxes are only
554.00 per year. This has a perfect place for a lake directly behind .the house and with little effort can be made into a showplace. We will consider your older property in on trade.

NICE PEONY Blossoms for sale
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher 80c per dozen. Call Mrs. Elwyn
and electric vacuum cleaners. Ex- Coffman, East State Line - Phone
change Furniture Cc.
1125W1.

• hospital beds

'ii'

IN NI

TV ANTENNAS: We install—
'de-repair and move. Get our
es. We service all makes TV.
re ::)7. Hoper Tel vision.
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buy it at

Butt.

Lb. 39c

Cntr.

Lb. 89c

HOME

Wick Smith Agency, Inc.

EXCHANGE

IF you have land, cheap land, good land or any kind of farm
land, we will welcome the opportunity of helping you sell. We
won't promise you anything. We get the job done.

Furniture Company

Shank Port Lb. 29c

GROWN 'TENN.

SRAWBERMES

3 tits.

$1.00

DELICIOUS

WATERNELLON

15 to 20 Lb.

$1.49

MAY
Otan
The
mess

